
March 2020 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the March 2020 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We lead with a selection of mammal titles. An exciting addition to our range is a series of eleven books on animal bones and how to prepare and articulate skeletons for
display, written by self-professed bone man Lee Post (see our interview here). The Bone Building Books encompass eight manuals to various mammal groups, one on
birds, a very useful Bone Builder's Notebook with general information, and finally the Bone Guide To Selected Land Mammals of the Northwestern States, which is a
reference guide more than a bone articulation manual. Lynx, the Spanish publisher who has recently completed the 9-volume series Handbook of the Mammals of the
World, will start publishing illustrated checklists for specific regions or countries, as they have started doing for birds. The first of these,
Mammals of the Southern Cone: Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay has just been published. Several large mammal biology books are currently in the making, including
The Bowhead Whale Balaena mysticetus: Biology and Human Interactions, due August from Academic Press, Chimpanzee: Lessons from our Sister Species, due August
from Cambridge University Press, and the second edition of Bats of Southern and Central Africa: A Biogeographic and Taxonomic Synthesis, due June from Wits
University Press.

For birdwatchers, there is the all-new Peterson Reference Guide to Bird Behavior coming in September from Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, while Helm will publish
Birds of Cuba: A Photographic Guide in August. Furthermore, there is a number of smaller field guides, including the third edition of
A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Australia, due May from John Beaufoy Publishing, and a new series of fold-out guides, a collaboration between Bloomsbury Publishing
and the RSPB: the RSPB ID Spotlights. Four guides have been announced, covering garden birds, coastal birds, wetland birds, and birds of prey.

For the remaining vertebrate groups, we have two books for reptiles and amphibians, and two for fish. Springer will publish
Lizards of Patagonia: Diversity, Systematics, Biogeography and Biology of the Reptiles at the End of the World in July. John Beaufoy will publish second editions of
A Naturalist’s Guide to the Reptiles & Amphibians of Bali in May and Diving & Snorkelling Guide to Tropical Marine Life of the Indo-Pacific Region in July. The same area
also is covered in the upcoming fifth edition of A Field Guide to Tropical Reef Fishes of the Indo-Pacific: Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Vietnam, due August
from Tuttle Publishing.

For entomologists and other invertebrate workers there is a range of books forthcoming. Bloomsbury Publishing has announced the second edition of
Field Guide to the Dragonflies of Britain and Europe, due August. We have just received stock of A Taxonomic Guide to the Stick Insects of Borneo, Volume 3, published by
Natural History Publications Borneo, and a new volume in the Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region series from Omnes Artes, titled
Pieridae Part 4: Subfamily Pierinae (Partim), Tribe Anthocharidini. For those looking for a more narrative book, Little Toller has announced the paperback of
Emperors, Admirals & Chimney Sweepers: The Weird and Wonderful Names of Butterflies and Moths for July, while Liveright Publishing Corporation will publish E.O.
Wilson's memoir Tales from the Ant World in August. The last book worth mentioning here does not deal with insects but will be of interest to invertebrate workers:
Guide to the Identification of Marine Meiofauna, just published by Verlag Friedrich Pfeil.

For botanists, the next instalment in the British Wildlife Collection from Bloomsbury Publishing is Woodland Flowers: Colourful Past, Uncertain Future, due August. Safe
Haven Books will publish the second edition of London's Street Trees: A Field Guide to the Urban Forest in May, while W.W. Norton is publishing
The Journeys of Trees: A Story about Forests, People, and the Future in August. The latter deals with forest migration: what palaeobotany can tell us about the slow-motion
movement of forests over time.

On the topic of conservation biology and environmental issues we have a range of titles. Starting at home, Vintage will publish the paperback of
The Garden Jungle: Or Gardening to Save the Planet in April. Two books looking at issues on a national level are the paperbacks of
Green and Prosperous Land: A Blueprint for Rescuing the British Countryside and Invasive Aliens: The Plants and Animals from Over There That Are Over Here, both due
April from Harper Collins. Turning to issues affecting marine and freshwater habitats, Harper Collins has just published
Water Lands: A Vision for the World’s Wetlands and Their People, backed by Wetlands International. The University of Minnesota Press will publish
Red Gold: The Managed Extinction of the Giant Bluefin Tuna in April. And then there are two memoirs from marine conservationists: the paperback of Callum Roberts's
Reef Life: An Underwater Memoir, due July from Profile Books, and a rerelease of Sylvia Earle's classic book Sea Change: A Message to the Oceans, due April from Texas
A&M University Press. Lastly, two books proposing a way forward that have just been published are
The Conservation Revolution: Radical Ideas for Saving Nature Beyond the Anthropocene from Verso Books and The Future We Choose: Surviving the Climate Crisis from
Manilla Press, an imprint of Bonnier Books.

For evolutionary biologists and palaeontologists we have the paperback of Life Finds a Way: What Evolution Teaches Us About Creativity, due May from Oneworld
Publications, and the paperback of Squid Empire, due August from The Experiment, which has been retitled
Monarchs of the Sea: The Extraordinary 500-Million-Year History of Cephalopods. A more practical book is A Guide to Fossil Collecting on the South Dorset Coast, just
released by Siri Scientific Press.

In the category nature writing, we have a new book by Helen Macdonald of H is for Hawk called Vesper Flights, due August from Jonathan Cape, Patrick Barkham is writing
Wild Child: Coming Home to Nature, which is due May from Granta, Stephen Rutt's The Seafarers: A Journey Among Birds will be released in paperback in June by Elliott
& Thompson, and the paperback of Rock Pool – Extraordinary Encounters Between the Tides: A Life-Long Fascination Told in Twenty-Four Creatures is due April from
September Publishing. Finally, and this is more popular science, there will be a new book from palaeontologist and geologist Donald Prothero. Next to these topics he is
also a noted sceptic and has written several books debunking pseudoscience. His next book, Weird Earth: Debunking Strange Ideas about Our Planet, due September
from Indiana University Press, will combine these two interests.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Turfgrass Insects of the United States and Canada
Patricia J Vittum(Author)
The first edition of this reference work became known as the bible of turfgrass entomology
upon publication in 1987. It has proved invaluable to professional entomologists, commercial
turf managers, and golf course superintendents and has been used...

448 pages | 72 plates with colour photos; 3 b/w photos, 60 b/w
illustrations, 34 maps | Comstock Publishing Associates

Hardback #249734 Aug-2020 9781501747953 £85.99
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Field Guide to the Dragonflies of Britain and Europe
Klaas-Douwe B Dijkstra(Author), Asmus Schröter(Author), Richard Lewington(Illustrator), Steve
Brooks(Foreword By)
The first edition of the Field Guide to the Dragonflies of Britain and Europe was a ground-
breaking identification guide that led to an increase in Odonata recording across Europe. The
second edition includes fully revised regional guides and...

336 pages | colour photos, 1000 colour illustrations, b/w illustrations,
colour distribution maps | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #235389 Aug-2020 9781472943958 £19.99
Paperback #243955 2006 9781472965813 £17.99
Hardback #249377 Aug-2020 9781472943996 £32.99

Monarchs of the Sea
The Extraordinary 500-Million-Year History of Cephalopods
Danna Staaf(Author)
Please note that Monarchs of the Sea was previously published in hardcover as Squid
Empire.Before there were mammals on land, there were dinosaurs. And before there were fish
in the sea, there were cephalopods – the ancestors of modern squid...

237 pages | 38 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | The Experiment, LLC

Paperback #250019 Aug-2020 9781615197408 £17.99

Emperors, Admirals & Chimney Sweepers
The Weird and Wonderful Names of Butterflies and Moths
Peter Marren(Author)
Read our interview with Peter MarrenMany have remarked on the poetic names of our
butterflies and moths. Their beauty fires our imaginations. Some are named after human
occupations and social rank: Emperors, footmen, a miller, Quakers, lackeys,...

263 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Little Toller Books

Paperback #249954 Jul-2020 9781908213822 £16.99
Hardback #245775 2019 9781908213716 £24.99

Tales from the Ant World
Edward O Wilson(Author)
"Ants are the most warlike of all animals, with colony pitted against colony. . . . Their clashes
dwarf Waterloo and Gettysburg," writes Edward O. Wilson in his most finely observed work in
decades. In a myrmecological tour to such...

288 pages | Liveright Publishing Corporation

Hardback #249183 Aug-2020 9781631495564 £17.99

Pyraloidea of Europe, Volume 4 (Lepidoptera)
Phycitinae, Part 1
František Slamka(Author)
The present atlas – Pyraloidea of Europe, Volume 4 (Lepidoptera) – comprises short
descriptions and illustrations of 207 species of the subfamily Phycitinae (Cryptoblabini and a
part of Phycitini) occurring in Europe and adjacent...

432 pages | 31 plates with colour photos, 175 plates with b/w photos; 204
b/w photos, 204 b/w distribution maps | Frantisek Slamka

Hardback #249221 2019 9788057010234 £165.00

A Taxonomic Guide to the Stick Insects of Borneo, Volume 3
Francis Seow-Choen(Author), Mashor Mohd Jaini(Foreword By)
This volume is the fifth in a series of Taxonomic Guides to the Stick Insects of South East Asia
and the eighth book on stick insects by the author. It is the third volume to report on the stick
insects of Borneo. This book follows the concept of the...

278 pages | 210 colour photos, colour tables | Natural History
Publications Borneo

Hardback #249690 2020 9789838121972 £49.99

The Butterflies of the Madeiran islands
Nowhere To Retreat To – A Field Guide-Plus
Mark Payne(Author)
This book is the first-ever written on the butterfly species of the Madeiran Islands (Madeira,
Porto Santo and the Desertas), and profiles in considerable scientific depth the species
recorded from this Atlantic Ocean volcanic archipelago. A...

322 pages | <200 colour photos, b/w maps, tables | World Natural History
Publications

Hardback #249718 2020 FG4 £64.99

Dragonflies at a Biogeographical Crossroads
The Odonata of Oklahoma and Complexities Beyond Its Borders
Brenda D Smith(Author), Michael A Patten(Author)
This lavishly illustrated book examines the distribution, ecology, conservation status, and
biogeography of 176 species of dragonflies in the southern plains of the United States, where
twelve ecoregions converge. The topics discussed, such as...

638 pages | 569 colour & 55 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249740 Jun-2020 9780367440350 £30.99

Invertebrate Embryology and Reproduction
Fatma Mahmoud El-Bawab(Author)
Invertebrate Embryology and Reproduction deals with the practical and theoretical objectives of
the descriptive embryology of invertebrates, along with discussions on reproduction in these
groups of animals. It explains several morphological and...

931 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #249743 2020 9780128141144 £127.00

Chasing Dragonflies
A Natural, Cultural, and Personal History
Cindy Crosby(Author), Peggy Macnamara(Illustrator)
Chasing Dragonflies: A Natural, Cultural, and Personal History is an engaging, beautifully
illustrated introduction to these remarkable insects. Drawing on her experiences as a natural
history instructor, dragonfly monitor, cancer survivor,...

206 pages | colour illustrations | Northwestern University Press

Paperback #249746 Jun-2020 9780810142305 £25.95

Abalone
The Remarkable History and Uncertain Future of California's Iconic Shellfish
Ann Vileisis(Author)
From rocky coves at Mendocino and Monterey to San Diego's reefs, abalone have held a
cherished place in California culture for millennia. Prized for iridescent shells and delectable
meat, these unique shellfish inspired indigenous artisans,...

296 pages | 5 b/w illustrations | Oregon State University Press

Paperback #249778 Jun-2020 9780870719882 £22.50

A High Low Tide
The Revival of a Southern Oyster
André Joseph Gallant(Author)
Oysters are a narrative food: in each shuck and slurp, an eater tastes the place where the
animal was raised. But that's just the beginning. André Joseph Gallant uses the bivalve as a
jumping-off point to tell the story of a changing...

256 pages | University of Georgia Press

Paperback #249848 Mar-2020 9780820357836 £20.95
Hardback #249849 2018 9780820354507 £27.50
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Habitats & Ecosystems

The Origin and Organization of the Bee Colony Apis mellifera L.
Eugeney Eskov(Author)
The book examines original information on the honey bees adaptation to a wide range of
environmental factors, which have enabled it to adapt to life on all continents inhabited by
humans. It shows that the origin of the bee colony is associated with...

230 pages | Cambridge Scholars Publishing

Hardback #249850 2019 9781527542075 £82.99

Palaeontos 32
Die Gattung Tritia Risso, 1826 (Neogastropoda: Nassariidae) im Miozän des Nordseebeckens
/ Die von Sacco auf Mollusken des Nordseebeckens und des Bereiches der Britischen Inseln
Begründeten Artgruppen-Namen
Gerhard Stein(Author)
This volume contains two contributions. The first a revision of the Nassariids or dog whelks
(small to medium-sized sea snails) from the Miocene deposits of the North Sea Basin showed
that 35 species of the genus Tritia Risso, 1826, can be accepted...

96 pages | 8 b/w illustrations, 61 tables | Palaeo Publishing and Library

Paperback #249957 2019 £49.99

Beneficial Insects
David V Alford(Author)
Insects are key components of life on our planet, and their presence is essential for maintaining
balanced terrestrial ecosystems. Without insects humans would struggle to survive, and on a
world scale food production would be severely compromised....

384 pages | 385 colour photos | CRC Press

Hardback #249962 2019 9781482262605 £155.00

The Natural History of the Crustacea, Volume 9: Fisheries and Aquaculture
Gustavo Lovrich(Editor), Martin Thiel(Editor)
The book provides a thorough exposition of the present knowledge across the major themes in
crustacean fisheries and aquaculture in nineteen chapters.

584 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #249976 Aug-2020 9780190865627 £127.50

Five Papers on Fossil and Extant Spiders
New and Rare Fossil Spiders (Araneae) in Baltic and Burmese Ambers as well as Extant and
Subrecent Spiders from the Western Palaearctic and Madagascar, with Notes on Spider
Phylogeny, Evolution and Classification
Joerg Wunderlich(Editor)
The Mid Cretaceous amber deposit of North Myanmar – the Burmese amber – represents the
most important deposit of biological inclusions in amber like ancient flowering plants, feathers
of birds and dinosaurs, peculiar extinct spiders and...

176 pages | 33 colour photos, 178 b/w line drawings, tables | Publishing
House Joerg Wunderlich

Paperback #249986 2020 9783931473198 £39.99

Synopsis of Adventive Species of Coleoptera (Insecta) Recorded from Canada, Part 5:
Chrysomeloidea (Cerambycidae, Chrysomelidae, and Megalopodidae)
Jan Klimaszewski(Author), E Richard Hoebeke(Author), David William Langor(Author), Hume
B Douglas(Author), Lech Borowiec(Author), HE James Hammond(Author), Anthony
Davies(Author), Caroline Bourdon(Author), Karine Savard(Author)
A synopsis of the adventive species of the Coleoptera superfamily Chrysomeloidea
(Cerambycidae, Chrysomelidae, and Megalopodidae) in Canada is presented, including 10
new jurisdictional records. In Canada, 72 species in 38 genera and three families...

176 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Pensoft Publishers

Paperback #249996 2020 9789546429933 £89.99

A Guide to, and Checklist for, the Decapoda of Namibia, South Africa and Mozambique,
Volume 1
WD Emmerson(Author)
Decapods are a culmination of nearly 600 million years of Crustacean evolution, during which
time they have radiated into a variety of superfamilies, families, genera and species which
occupy a variety of niches from fresh mountain streams to the...

590 pages | Cambridge Scholars Publishing

Hardback #250041 2016 9781443890908 £72.99

A Guide to, and Checklist for, the Decapoda of Namibia, South Africa and Mozambique,
Volume 2
WD Emmerson(Author)
Decapods are a culmination of nearly 600 million years of Crustacean evolution, during which
time they have radiated into a variety of superfamilies, families, genera and species which
occupy a variety of niches from fresh mountain streams to the...

650 pages | Cambridge Scholars Publishing

Hardback #250042 2016 9781443890977 £83.99

A Guide to, and Checklist for, the Decapoda of Namibia, South Africa and Mozambique,
Volume 3
WD Emmerson(Author)
Decapods are a culmination of nearly 600 million years of Crustacean evolution, during which
time they have radiated into a variety of superfamilies, families, genera and species which
occupy a variety of niches from fresh mountain streams to the...

720 pages | Cambridge Scholars Publishing

Hardback #250043 2016 9781443893060 £73.99

Pieridae Part 4 (Guide to the Butterflies of the Palearctic Region)
Subfamily Pierinae (Partim), Tribe Anthocharidini
Willem Back(Author), Gian Cristoforo Bozano(Editor)
This volume is third about the Pieridae family, and deals, in part, with the subfamily Pierinae,
covering the tribe Anthocharidini.

104 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, b/w line drawings, colour
distribution maps | Omnes Artes

Paperback #250044 2020 £34.99

Butterflies of Hatay / Hatay'in Kelebekleri
Ali Atahan(Author), Gülden Atahan(Author), Mehmet Gül(Author), Mehmet Atahan(Author)
This book includes the 162 species of butterfly found in this southern province of Turkey, on
the Mediterranean coast, bordered by Syria to the south and east, with several photographs
and brief notes on occurrence, distribution, altitudinal range,...

183 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Ali Atahan (privately
published)

Paperback #250047 2018 9786058118102 £44.99
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Rock Pool – Extraordinary Encounters Between the Tides
A Life-Long Fascination Told in Twenty-Four Creatures
Heather Buttivant(Author)
Read our interview with Heather ButtivantSometimes the most extraordinary nature stories and
scientific revelations lie in plain sight. So familiar that unique stories of survival are overlooked.
This is an eye-opening, enchanting journey into the...

288 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | September Publishing

Paperback #249715 Apr-2020 9781912836123 £9.99
Hardback #245915 2019 9781910463673 £12.99

The Journeys of Trees
A Story about Forests, People, and the Future
Zach St George(Author)
An eye-opening investigation into forest migration past and present – and the people fighting to
save its uncertain future.Forests are restless. Any time a tree dies or a new one sprouts, the
forest that includes it has shifted. Today, however,...

256 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #249505 Aug-2020 9781324001607 £21.99

Peatlands
Ecology, Conservation and Heritage
Ian D Rotherham(Author)
This book provides an introduction to peatlands for the non-specialist student reader and those
concerned about environmental protection.Peat is formed when vegetation partially decays in a
waterlogged environment and occurs extensively throughout...

232 pages | 41 colour illustrations | Earthscan

Paperback #249741 May-2020 9781138343214 £34.99
Hardback #249742 May-2020 9781138343207 £120.00

The Handbook of Natural Resources (6-Volume Set)
Yeqiao Wang(Editor)
The handbook is an excellent resource for finding basic knowledge on natural resources The
experience, evidence, methods, and models used are presented in six stand-alone volumes,
arranged along the major systems: land, water, and air. The chapters...

1800 pages | b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249871 Jun-2020 9781138332614 £635.00

Tracking the Golden Isles
The Natural and Human Histories of the Georgia Coast
Anthony J Martin(Author), Ruth Schowalter(Illustrator), Michael Flores(Illustrator), R Kelley
Vance(Illustrator), Gale Bishop(Illustrator)
With this collection of essays, Anthony J. Martin invites us to investigate animal and human
traces on the Georgia coast and the remarkable stories these traces, both modern and fossil,
tell us. Readers will learn how these traces enabled geologists...

304 pages | colour photos | University of Georgia Press

Hardback #249875 May-2020 9780820356969 £27.50

Encyclopedia of the World’s Biomes (3-Volume Set)
Michael I Goldstein(Editor), Dominick A DellaSala(Editor)
Encyclopedia of the World’s Biomes is a unique three-volume reference that provides a global
synthesis of biomes, including the latest science. All of the book's chapters follow a common
thematic order that spans biodiversity importance,...

2600 pages | Elsevier

Hardback #249935 Jun-2020 9780128160961 £1953.00

Latin American Dendroecology
Combining Tree-Ring Sciences and Ecology in a Megadiverse Territory
Marín Pompa-García(Editor), J Julio Camarero(Editor)
Latin America is a megadiverse territory hosting several hotspots of plant diversity and many
types of forest biomes, ecosystems and climate types, from tropical rainforest to semi-arid
woodlands. This combination of diverse forests and climates...

381 pages | 92 colour & 27 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #249937 Apr-2020 9783030369293 £119.99

Hindu Kush-Himalaya Watersheds Downhill
Landscape Ecology and Conservation Perspectives
Ganga Ram Regmi(Editor), Falk Huettmann(Editor)
This book describes the myriad components of the Hindu Kush-Himalaya (HKH) region, which
are sometimes described as the freshwater towers of South and Southeast Asia. Water
originating from their snow, glaciers and rainfall feed the ten largest river...

910 pages | 285 colour & 20 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #249942 May-2020 9783030362744 £129.99

Water Lands
A Vision for the World’s Wetlands and Their People
Fred Pearce(Author), Jane Madgwick(Author)
From Wetlands International comes Water Lands, a beautifully illustrated book about this life-
giving, global ecosystem.From the peat bogs of Ireland to the bayous of Louisiana; from the
flooded forests of Cambodia to the permafrost of Siberia; from...

304 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | William Collins (Harper
Collins imprint)

Hardback #249948 2020 9780008390495 £19.99

Forests Adrift
Currents Shaping the Future of Northeastern Trees
Charles D Canham(Author)
A captivating analysis of the past, present, and future of northeastern forests and the forces
that have shaped themThe northeastern United States is one of the most densely forested
regions in the country, yet its history of growth, destruction, and...

240 pages | 23 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #249974 Apr-2020 9780300238297 £24.99

The Desert Underground
Robin Kobaly(Author)
The Desert Underground is a graphic, virtual tour of the hidden but magnificent world under
the surface of desert soils, a realm that silently works under our feet every day. Readers are led
along an illustrated tour through our desert soils, delving...

52 pages | colour photos | Summertree Institute

Paperback #250056 2019 9781733238700 £25.99

Arctic Sea Ice Ecology
Seasonal Dynamics in Algal and Bacterial Productivity
Lars Chresten Lund-Hansen(Author), Dorte Haubjerg Søgaard(Author), Brian Keith
Sorrell(Author), Rolf Gradinger(Author), Klaus Martin Meiners(Author)
This book describes the ecology of sea ice algae and other microorganism such as bacteria,
meiofauna, and viruses residing inside or at the bottom of the sea ice, called the sympagic
biota. Organisms such as seals, fish, birds, and polar bears rely...

204 pages | 112 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #250058 May-2020 9783030374716 £71.39
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Natural History
Trees and Woodland in the British Landscape
The Classic, Beguiling History of Britain's Trees, Woods and Hedgerows
Oliver Rackham(Author)
Long accepted as the best work on the subject since its initial publication in 1976, this reprint
of Oliver Rackham’s book is both a comprehensive history of Britain’s woodland and a field-
work guide that presents trees individually and...

234 pages | 23 b/w photos, illustrations, maps, tables | Weidenfeld &
Nicolson

Paperback #249694 Mar-2020 9781474614047 £16.99

Cabinet of Natural Curiosities / Das Naturalienkabinett / La Cabinet des Curiosités
Naturelles
The Complete Plates in Colour 1734-1765
Albertus Seba(Illustrator), Irmgard Müsch(Contributor), Rainer Willmann(Contributor), Jes
Rust(Contributor)
A reissue of this book, originally published in 2001. The reissue is part of Taschen's XL range
(245 mm × 372 mm), while the original was in their XXL range (290 mm × 440 mm).The
Cabinet of Natural Curiosities is one of the 18th...

587 pages | 500 colour illustrations | Taschen

Hardback #249923 Mar-2020 9783836569064 £49.99
Hardback #126883 2001 9783822816004 £135.00

Botany for the Artist
An Inspirational Guide to Drawing Plants
Sarah Simblet(Author)
This beautifully illustrated guide to botany in art explores the extraordinary world of plants and
inspires you to try drawing them yourself.Understanding botany helps any artist to draw plants
better. In Botany for the Artist, celebrated artist...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #249723 Mar-2020 9780241426425 £24.99

All-in-One Map & Guide Book – Moremi Game Reserve, Botswana
Veronica Roodt(Author)
Produced by well-known cartographer and guide book author Veronica Roodt, her all-in-one
map & guide book covers the north-western region of Botswana, including the Okavango Delta,
Moremi Game Reserve, Tsodilo Hills and Gcwihaba Caves, also known...

88 pages | colour photos, colour maps, scale 1 : 285 000, size unfolded
84 × 60 cm (W × H) | Veronica Roodt Publications

Paperback #249905 2020 9780639997001 £24.99

Wild Dunedin
The Natural History of New Zealand's Wildlife Capital
Neville Peat(Author), Brian Patrick(Author)
Dunedin city and its environs are home to an amazing range of habitats and landscapes, of
plants, animals, birds, insects, and geological features. From the ocean, with its albatrosses
and penguins, to the high alpine zone of inland ranges, Wild...

156 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Otago University Press

Paperback #250054 2019 9781988531717 £20.99

Hidden Planet
An Illustrator's Love Letter to Planet Earth
Ben Rothery(Illustrator)
A beautiful, large-format crossover book for all ages, this is the book natural-history illustrator
Ben has wanted to read since he was a child. Facts and descriptions provide insight into a
curated collection of birds and animals – some...

96 pages | colour illustrations | Ladybird Books

Paperback #249868 2020 9780241361016 £9.99
Hardback #246957 2019 9780241361009 £19.99

Harvest
The Hidden Histories of Seven Natural Objects
Edward Posnett(Author)
In a centuries-old tradition, farmers in northwestern Iceland scour remote coastal plains for the
down of nesting eider ducks. High inside a vast cave in Borneo, men perched atop rickety
ladders collect swiftlets' nests, a delicacy believed to be...

336 pages | photos | Vintage

Paperback #249950 Aug-2020 9781784703028 £9.99
Hardback #247142 2019 9781847923875 £16.99

The Lark Ascending
The Music of the British Landscape
Richard King(Author)
Written by one of our most celebrated music writers, The Lark Ascending is a lyrical exploration
of how Britain's history and identity has been shaped by the mysterious relationship between
music and nature.Through a series of "headphone...

368 pages | Faber & Faber

Paperback #249737 Mar-2020 9780571338801 £8.99
Hardback #247209 2019 9780571338795 £14.99

Expedition
Adventures into Undiscovered Worlds
Steve Backshall(Author)
There are still dark corners of our planet that are yet to be explored. In this remarkable book,
Steve Backshall offers an unflinching account of his adventures into these uncharted territories
around the globe, in search of world firsts. Each...

480 pages | BBC Books

Paperback #249680 Apr-2020 9781785943669 £8.99
Hardback #248004 2019 9781785943652 £19.99

The Queen & Mr Brown
The Ugliest Fish in the Sea
James Francis Wilkins(Author)
It was one of those typically foul English days and after visiting the Natural History Museum,
the Queen and Mr Brown are stranded in the pouring rain on the streets of South
Kensington.To banish their blues they decide to embark on a magical deep...

48 pages | colour illustrations | London Natural History Museum

Paperback #249165 Aug-2020 9780565095123 £6.99

Skomer Island
Mike Alexander(Author)
Skomer is a captivating Welsh island and one of Britain's most spectacular National Nature
Reserves. It has internationally important populations of seabirds, including puffins and Manx
shearwaters, and large numbers of grey seal pups are born on...

400 pages | colour photos | Y Lolfa Cyf

Paperback #249684 Jun-2020 9781784618117 £29.99
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Native
Life in a Vanishing Landscape
Patrick Laurie(Author)
Desperate to connect with his native Galloway, Patrick Laurie plunges into work on his family
farm in the hills of southwest Scotland. Investing in the oldest and most traditional breeds of
Galloway cattle, he begins to discover how cows once shaped...

256 pages | Birlinn Publishing

Hardback #249688 Apr-2020 9781780276205 £14.99

The Nature of Summer
Jim Crumley(Author)
In the endless light of summer days, and the magical gloaming of the wee small hours, nature
in Jim's beloved Highlands, Perthshire and Trossachs heartlands is burgeoning freely, as
though there is one long midsummer's eve, nothing reserved....

240 pages | Saraband (Scotland)

Hardback #249714 2020 9781912235728 £12.99

Chasing Lemurs
My Journey into the Heart of Madagascar
Keriann McGoogan(Author)
This inspiring memoir of one woman's experience in the field is an exotic adventure story, a
surprise journey of self-discovery, and a deeply personal appreciation of a place that's unlike
any other. At age twenty-five, graduate student...

256 pages | Prometheus Books

Hardback #249729 Jun-2020 9781633886209 £15.95

The Father of American Conservation
George Bird Grinnell – Adventurer, Activist, and Author
Thom Hatch(Author)
Award-winning author, Thom Hatch presents the definitive biography of George Bird Grinnell
(1849-1938), who was recognized in his time as The Father of American Conservation The
Father of American Conservation chronicles not only Grinnell's life,...

400 pages | Turner Publishing Company

Paperback #249750 Mar-2020 9781684423330 £15.99
Hardback #249751 Mar-2020 9781684423347 £22.99

The Unremembered Places
Exploring Scotland's Wild Histories
Patrick Baker(Author)
There are strange relics hidden across Scotland's landscape: forgotten places that are
touchstones to incredible stories and past lives which still resonate today. Yet why are so many
of these 'wild histories' unnoticed and overlooked?...

224 pages | Birlinn Publishing

Hardback #249776 May-2020 9781780276373 £14.99

Making One's Way in the World
The Footprints and Trackways of Prehistoric People
Martin Bell(Author)
The book draws on the evidence of landscape archaeology, palaeoenvironmental studies,
ethnohistory and animal tracking to address the neglected topic of how we identify and interpret
past patterns of movement in the landscape. It challenges the...

320 pages | Oxbow Books

Hardback #249831 2020 9781789254020 £49.99

Theodore Roosevelt
Naturalist in the Arena
Char Miller(Editor), Clay S Jenkinson(Editor)
Theodore Roosevelt's scientific curiosity and love of the outdoors proved a defining force
throughout his hectic life as a rancher and explorer, police commissioner and governor of New
York, vice president and president of the United States....

264 pages | 31 b/w photos, 5 b/w illustrations | University of Nebraska
Press

Paperback #249844 2020 9781496213143 £19.99

Camera Hunter
George Shiras III and the Birth of Wildlife Photography
James H McCommons(Author)
In 1906 George Shiras III (1859–1942) published a series of remarkable nighttime
photographs in National Geographic. Taken with crude equipment, the black-and-white
photographs featured leaping whitetail deer, a beaver gnawing on a tree, and a...

408 pages | 32 b/w photos | University of New Mexico Press

Hardback #249873 2019 9780826354266 £36.50

Wild Child
Coming Home to Nature
Patrick Barkham(Author)
From climbing trees and making dens, to building sandcastles and pond-dipping, many of the
activities we associate with a happy childhood take place outdoors. And yet, the reality for
many contemporary children is very different. The studies tell us...

256 pages | Granta

Hardback #249915 May-2020 9781783781911 £13.99

How to Teach Nature Journaling
Curiosity, Wonder, Attention
John Muir Laws(Author), Emilie Lygren(Author), Amy Tan(Foreword By)
Expanding on the philosophy and methods of The Laws Guide to Nature Drawing and
Journaling, John Muir Laws and Emilie Lygren have developed the first-ever comprehensive
book devoted to helping educators use nature journaling as an inspiring teaching...

296 pages | colour illustrations | Heyday Books

Paperback #249956 Jun-2020 9781597144902 £24.99

Sue
Welcome to the World of Tyrannosaurus rex
Ted Rechlin(Author)
Tyrannosaurus rex is the most celebrated dinosaur of all time, and Sue is the most spectacular
example of the species. Discovered in 1990, Sue is one of the largest, and the most complete
Tyrannosaurus specimen ever found. Sue – the...

96 pages | colour illustrations | Rextooth Studios

Paperback #249971 2019 9781591522546 £21.99

Into the Tangled Bank
How We Are in Nature
Lev Parikian(Author)
We are, allegedly, a nation of nature lovers; but what does that really mean? For some it's
watching racer snakes chase iguanas on TV as David Attenborough narrates, a visit to the zoo
to convene with the chimps; for others it's a...

304 pages | Elliott & Thompson

Hardback #249985 Jul-2020 9781783965069 £14.99
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Reference

The Real James Bond
A True Story of Identity Theft, Avian Intrigue, and Ian Fleming
Jim Wright(Author)
James Bond: author, ornithologist, marksman, and ... identity-theft victim? When James Bond
published his landmark book, Birds of the West Indies, he had no idea it would set in motion
events that would link him to the most iconic spy in the Western...

144 pages | 108 colour & b/w photos | Schiffer

Hardback #250027 Mar-2020 9780764359026 £23.99

Photography: Birds
Field Techniques and the Art of the Image
Gerrit Vyn(Author)
Photography: Birds explains how to photograph birds – whether in your backyard or at a
birding destination – detailing unique issues that confront photographers of all levels and
providing the best guidance for capturing the beauty and...

256 pages | colour photos | Mountaineers Books

Paperback #250050 Apr-2020 9781680510997 £26.50

Field Sampling Methods for Remedial Investigations
Mark Edward Byrnes(Author)
Paperback reprint of a 2008 hardback.This book provides practical guidance on developing
cost-effective and defensible environmental sampling programs to support site
characterization, site remediation, and building decontamination and...

344 pages | illustrations, tables | CRC Press

Paperback #249921 2019 9780367386986 £54.99
Hardback #175393 2008 9781420059083 £145.00

A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations
Chicago Style for Students and Researchers
Kate L Turabian(Author), Wayne C Booth(Editor), Gregory G Colomb(Editor), Joseph M
Williams(Editor), Joseph Bizup(Editor), William T FitzGerald(Editor), The University of Chicago
Press Editorial Staff(Editor)
The 9th edition is now reissued with a spiral binding.When Kate L. Turabian first put her
famous guidelines to paper, she could hardly have imagined the world in which today's
students would be conducting research. Yet while the ways in which we...

464 pages | 11 b/w photos, 22 b/w illustrations, 12 tables | University of
Chicago Press

Paperback #241675 2018 9780226430577 £13.50
Spiralbound #249841 Apr-2020 9780226713892 £19.99
Hardback #241674 2018 9780226494425 £26.50

How to Build a Human
Adventures in Who We are and How We are Made
Philip Ball(Author)
A cutting-edge examination of what it means to be human and to have a 'self' in the face of new
scientific developments in genetic editing, cloning and neural downloading. After seeing his
own cells used to grow clumps of new neurons...

272 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations, colour tables |
William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #249913 Apr-2020 9780008331818 £9.99
Hardback #246151 2019 9780008331771 £19.99

End Times
A Brief Guide to the End of the World – Asteroids, Supervolcanoes, Rogue Robots, and More
Bryan Walsh(Author)
Could an incoming asteroid cause human beings to go the way of the dinosaurs? Will artificial
intelligence make the world a better place – or make human beings obsolescent? Could a
massive volcanic supereruption thrust the planet into a killer...

406 pages | no illustrations | Hachette Books

Paperback #249884 Aug-2020 9780316449595 £17.99
Hardback #245440 2019 9780316449618 £33.99

Excel 2019 for Biological and Life Sciences Statistics
A Guide to Solving Practical Problems
Thomas J Quirk(Author), Meghan H Quirk(Author), Howard F Horton(Author)
Newly revised to specifically address Microsoft Excel 2019, this book is a step-by-step,
exercise-driven guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel to solve practical
biological and life science problems. Excel is an effective...

246 pages | 162 colour & 3 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #249739 Apr-2020 9783030392802 £54.99

Weird Earth
Debunking Strange Ideas about Our Planet
Donald R Prothero(Author), Michael Shermer(Foreword By)
Aliens. Ley lines. Water dowsing. Conspiracies and myths captivate imaginations and promise
mystery and magic. Whether it's arguing about the moon landing hoax or a Frisbee-like Earth
drifting through space, when held up to science and critical...

248 pages | 63 b/w illustrations | Indiana University Press

Hardback #249790 Sep-2020 9781684350612 £16.99

Bone Building Books, Volume 1: Articulations of a Porpoise Skeleton
A Step-by-Step Guide to Assembling Small Whale Skeletons
Lee Post(Author)
This manual is a step-by-step guide to preparing and articulating a small cetacean skeleton. It
is based on the articulation of a harbour porpoise skeleton but is directly applicable to any
whale skeleton less than 10 feet long. The manual includes a...

69 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249793 2015 9780974713908 £39.99

Bone Building Books, Volume 2: The Sperm Whale Engineering Manual
Or Building a Large Whale Skeleton
Lee Post(Author)
Though few people are likely to have access to a sperm whale skeleton, this is a printed
manual that documents the engineering used to assemble such a big animal. It is based on the
engineering done to assemble and suspend a 41-foot sperm whale in...

98 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249794 2015 9780974713946 £39.99

Bone Building Books, Volume 3: The Whale Building Book
A Step by Step Guide to Preparing and Assembling Medium-Sized Whale Skeletons
Lee Post(Author)
This manual is used to prepare and articulate the skeletons of whales larger than a dolphin but
smaller than the great whales. It contains the instructions, tips, and methods used for
articulating whales from 10 to 25-feet in length, based on the...

86 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249795 2017 9780974713953 £39.99
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Bone Building Books, Volume 4: Pinniped Projects
Articulating Seal and Sea Lion Skeletons
Lee Post(Author)
For those who have a pinniped skeleton or are planning to articulate a seal or sea lion, this is
the printed manual for you. Easy step by step instructions with very detailed illustrations of
even the flipper bones. This manual is based on multiple...

86 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249796 2018 9780974713960 £39.99

Bone Building Books, Volume 5: The Bird Building Book
A Manual for Preparing Bird Skeletons with a Bone Identification Guide
Lee Post(Author)
In a way, this manual is two manuals bound together. The first part is the step-by-step
instructions on preparing and articulating a large bird skeleton with a section on a very large -
i.e. an emu. The skeleton used for illustration is mostly an...

92 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249797 2014 9780974713977 £39.99

Bone Building Books, Volume 6: The Moose Manual
How to Prepare and Articulate Large Hoofed Mammal Skeletons
Lee Post(Author)
This is the manual you want if you are contemplating a skeleton articulation project of a moose
or any other large hoofed, four-legged mammal (including cow, horse, caribou, buffalo, deer,
elk, and wildebeest). It goes from the cleaning of the bones...

99 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249798 2016 9780974713939 £39.99

Bone Building Books, Volume 7: Building Bear Bones
A Guide to Preparing and Assembling a Bear Skeleton of Plantigrade Possibilities
Lee Post(Author)
Not a lot of people are going to be articulating bear skeletons, but if you were – this is the
manual you would want. Bear skeletons are fascinating because the anatomy of a standing
bear is so similar to our own. The skinned-out hands and feet...

89 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249799 2016 9780974713922 £39.99

Bone Building Books, Volume 8: Canine Construction
A Guide to Preparing and Assembling a Wolf Skeleton or Digitigrade Designs
Lee Post(Author)
Given that it is relatively easy to come by a canid carcass as a possible skeleton project, this is
the manual that instructs step by step, what to do next. It is based on the articulation of a wolf
but is applicable to any type of canid from a wild...

83 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249801 2016 9780974713915 £39.99

Bone Building Books, Volume 9: The Small Mammal Manual Manuscript
A Step by Step Guide to Preparing and Articulating Small Mammal Skeletons
Lee Post(Author)
This manual is about the techniques for the articulation of mammals smaller than a wolf, using
a lynx and a sea otter as primary examples, and details (especially of the feet) from other small
mammals that commonly get articulated –...

107 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249802 2018 9780974713984 £39.99

Bone Building Books, Volume 10: Bone Builder's Notebook
Or More Than You Really Wanted to Know about Preparing Animal Skeletons for Articulation
Lee Post(Author)
This manual is a companion reference book to any of the other bone-building manuals.
Volumes 1 through 9 are step-by-step skeleton articulation guides to individual animal groups;
the Bone Builder's Notebook tells the rest of the story. If you...

149 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249803 2018 9780974713991 £54.99

Light of the Stars
Alien Worlds and the Fate of the Earth
Adam Frank(Author)
Light of the Stars tells a radically new story about what we are: one world in a universe awash
in planets. Building on his widely discussed scientific papers and The New York Times op-eds,
astrophysicist Adam Frank shows that not only is it likely...

272 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Paperback #249917 2019 9780393357066 £11.99
Hardback #249916 2018 9780393609011 £19.99

What Stars Are Made Of
The Life of Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin
Donovan Moore(Author), Jocelyn Bell Burnell(Foreword By)
The history of science is replete with women getting little notice for their groundbreaking
discoveries. Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, a tireless innovator who correctly theorized the
substance of stars, was one of them.It was not easy being a woman of...

320 pages | 58 b/w photos | Harvard University Press

Hardback #250030 Mar-2020 9780674237377 £23.95

Meteorite
How Stones from Outer Space Made Our World
Tim Gregory(Author)
Every rock has a story tell, and none more so than those which have fallen from the sky:
meteorites. Originating in the Asteroid Belt between Mars and Jupiter, these rocky fragments
offer clues not just to the earliest origins of the Solar System but...

336 pages | John Murray

Hardback #250033 Aug-2020 9781529327649 £19.99

Provenance Research in Book History
A Handbook
David Pearson(Author)
Since this handbook was first published in 1994, interest in the book as a material object, and
in the ways in which books have been owned, read and used, has burgeoned. Now established
as a standard reference work, Provenance Research in Book...

448 pages | 200 colour illustrations | Bodleian Library Publishing

Hardback #250045 2019 9781851245109 £54.99

Endbands from East to West
How To Work Them
Jane Greenfield(Author), Jenny Hille(Author), Georgios Boudalis(Foreword By)
Most manuals on bookbinding tend to provide an outline of the basic bookbinding techniques,
but do little to provide detailed information on specific aspects of the craft. A topic often
overlooked is how to create endbands (also called...

100 pages | b/w illustrations | Oak Knoll Press

Paperback #250046 2017 9781584563662 £39.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Ornithology

Fundamentals of Fragrance Chemistry
Charles S Sell(Author)
Comprehensively teaches all of the fundamentals of fragrance chemistryErnest Beaux, the
perfumer who created Chanel No. 5, said, "One has to rely on chemists to find new aroma
chemicals creating new, original notes. In perfumery, the future lies...

360 pages | Wiley-VCH

Paperback #250073 2019 9783527345779 £69.99

Green and Prosperous Land
A Blueprint for Rescuing the British Countryside
Dieter Helm(Author)
Dieter Helm lays out a 25-year game plan to turn Britain into a green and prosperous landAn
economist's approach to environmentalism, including an assessmet of Britain's green assets, a
look towards possible futures, and an achievable 25-year...

318 pages | no illustrations | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #249707 Apr-2020 9780008304508 £9.99
Hardback #241773 2019 9780008304478 £14.99

Saving Species on Private Lands
Unlocking Incentives to Conserve Wildlife and Their Habitats
Lowell E Baier(Author), Christopher E Segal(Contributor)
The only hope for successful conservation of America's threatened, endangered, and at-risk
wildlife is through voluntary, cooperative partnerships that focus on private land, where over
75% of at-risk species can be found. Private landowners form...

376 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #249748 Mar-2020 9781538139387 £24.95
Hardback #249747 May-2020 9781538139370 £64.99

Red Gold
The Managed Extinction of the Giant Bluefin Tuna
Jennifer E Telesca(Author)
The International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) is the world's
foremost organization for managing and conserving tunas, seabirds, turtles, and sharks
traversing international waters. Founded by treaty in 1969, ICCAT...

304 pages | 16 b/w photos | University of Minnesota Press

Paperback #249833 Apr-2020 9781517908515 £20.99
Hardback #249834 Apr-2020 9781517908508 £85.99

Nature's Wealth – A Journey of Entrepreneurial Conservation
M. C. Davis and the Special Places He Saved
Michael W Dentzau(Author)
M.C. Davis was a self-made man from Florida who for the first half of his life thrived and
prospered as a gambler. An unlikely transformation occurred that drastically changed the
trajectory of his life from entrepreneur to conservationist. Without...

310 pages | colour photos | Outskirts Press

Paperback #249901 2019 9781977213303 £29.95

The Conservation Revolution
Radical Ideas for Saving Nature Beyond the Anthropocene
Bram Büscher(Author), Robert Fletcher(Author)
A post-capitalist manifesto for conservation.Conservation needs a revolution. This is the only
way it can contribute to the drastic transformations needed to come to a truly sustainable model
of development. The good news is that conservation is...

216 pages | b/w illustrations | Verso Books

Paperback #249919 2020 9781788737715 £14.99
Hardback #249920 2020 9781788737708 £69.99

The Whooper Swan
Mark Brazil(Author)
Unmodified reprint of this 2003 monograph.The Whooper Swan has the most extensive range
of all the world's seven swan species, and to people in many nations it is the archetypical swan
species. The species is also strongly migratory, and the...

512 pages | 14 colour plates, b/w photos, b/w illustrations, maps, tables |
T & AD Poyser Ltd (A & C Black)

Hardback #249866 Nov-2003 9781472982629 £59.99

Bird Observatories of Britain and Ireland
Mike Archer(Editor), Mark Grantham(Editor), Peter Howlett(Editor), Steven Stansfield(Editor)
Unmodified reprint of the 2010 second edition of this monograph.Bird observatories are
research stations established mainly for the study of migration, particularly by means of
ringing. There are now 18 scattered around the Britain and Ireland at key...

592 pages | Col plates, b/w illus, tabs | A & C Black

Hardback #249867 Sep-2010 9781472982605 £59.99

Peterson Reference Guide to Bird Behavior
John C Kricher(Author)
Both casual and serious birdwatchers can take their skills to the next level with this detailed
consideration of bird behaviour. Peterson Reference Guide to Bird Behavior makes it possible
to move beyond identifying birds to understanding some of the...

416 pages | colour photos | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Hardback #249457 Sep-2020 9781328787361 £34.99

Birds of Aruba, Curaçao and Bonaire
Bart de Boer(Author), Eric Newton(Author), Robin L Restall(Illustrator)
Unmodified reprint of this 2012 field guide.The Netherlands Antilles comprises three main
islands off the coast of northern Venezuela. These are Aruba, Curaçao and Bonaire. They are
major tourist destinations, especially popular with divers,...

176 pages | 70 colour plates,5 colour photos, 3 b/w illustrations, 4 colour
maps | Helm

Paperback #249789 Mar-2012 9781472982568 £19.99

Birds of the United Arab Emirates
Simon Aspinall(Author), Richard Porter(Author), John Gale(Illustrator), Mike
Langman(Illustrator), Brian E Small(Illustrator)
Unmodified reprint of 2011 field guide.The United Arab Emirates is an increasingly popular
tourist destination, with a good infrastructure for visitors. This field guide is based on the
bestselling Birds of the Middle East (2nd edition) and covers...

240 pages | 102 colour plates, colour distribution maps, colour & b/w
maps | Helm

Paperback #249814 Nov-2011 9781472982575 £24.99
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Guide d'Identification des Oiseaux en Main: Les 305 Espèces les Plus Baguées en
Europe de l'Ouest, Non-Passereaux et Passereaux
[Identification Guide to Birds in the Hand: The 305 Species Caught Most Frequently in
Western Europe, Non-Passerines and Passerines]
Laurent Demongin(Author)
For the first time in French since the 60s, this guide offers all the necessary information
concerning the identification of species and subspecies, measurements, moult, sex, and age to
ringers and birders handling birds. This second edition updates...

542 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Laurent Demongin
(privately published)

Paperback #249696 2020 9782955501917 £39.99

A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Australia
Dean Ingwersen(Author)
A photographic identification guide to 280 bird species in Australia, including the most
commonly seen and rare endemic species, perfect for resident and visitor alike. High-quality
photographs from one of Australia's top nature photographers are...

176 pages | ~300 colour photos, 2 colour maps | John Beaufoy
Publishing

Paperback #237037 2017 9781912081615 £6.99
Paperback #250032 May-2020 9781912081240 £11.99

Birds of New England
Todd Telander(Author)
Each Falcon Field Guide to birds introduces the 180 most common and sought-after species in
a state. Conveniently sized to fit in your pocket and featuring full-colour, detailed illustrations,
these informative guides make it easy to identify birds...

192 pages | colour illustrations, 1 b/w illustration | Falcon Guides

Paperback #249843 Aug-2020 9781493051908 £9.95

Vesper Flights
Helen Macdonald(Author)
"Animals don't exist to teach us things, but that is what they have always done, and most of
what they teach us is what we think we know about ourselves."From the bestselling author of H
is for Hawk comes Vesper Flights, a transcendent...

400 pages | Jonathan Cape

Hardback #245794 Aug-2020 9780224097017 £14.99

The Seafarers
A Journey Among Birds
Stephen Rutt(Author)
The British Isles are remarkable for their extraordinary seabird life: spectacular gatherings of
charismatic Arctic terns, elegant fulmars and stoic eiders, to name just a few. Often found in the
most remote and dramatic reaches of our shores, these...

280 pages | no illustrations | Elliott & Thompson

Paperback #249984 Jun-2020 9781783965045 £9.99
Hardback #246105 2019 9781783964277 £14.99

My Penguin Year
Life with the Emperors – A Journey of Discovery
Lindsay McCrae(Author)
Emperor penguins have the most extraordinary lifecycle. They march up to 100 miles over
solid ice to reach their breeding grounds. They choose to breed in the depths of the worst
winter on the planet; and in an unusual role reversal, the males...

324 pages | 32 plates with colour photos | Hodder & Stoughton

Paperback #248752 Aug-2020 9781529325478 £9.99
Hardback #247073 2019 9781529325454 £19.99

RSPB ID Spotlight: Coastal Birds
Marianne Taylor(Author), Stephen Message(Illustrator)
A reliable, attractive fold-out identification chart illustrating 50 of Britain's coastal bird
species.This RSPB-licensed ID guide features 100 artworks illustrating 50 of Britain's best
known coastal birds, including summer and wintering...

12 pages | 100 colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Unbound #249370 Jul-2020 9781472974242 £4.50

RSPB ID Spotlight: Wetland Birds
Marianne Taylor(Author), Stephen Message(Illustrator)
This RSPB-licensed ID guide features 105 artworks illustrating 49 of Britain's most common
wetland bird species. Artworks are printed on one side of the fold-out chart with species
grouped taxonomically and helpfully labelled to assist with...

12 pages | 105 colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Unbound #249374 Jul-2020 9781472974235 £4.50

Birds of Cuba
A Photographic Guide
Arturo Kirkconnell(Author), Patricia E Bradley(Author), Yves-Jacques Rey-Millet(Author)
Cuba is now one of the most popular birding destinations in the world. Its rich avifauna
includes 25 endemic species, and the island is also home to a range of regional scarcities and
an important stopping point for migrants as they cross the...

352 pages | 600 colour photos, colour distribution maps | Helm

Paperback #249380 Aug-2020 9781472918390 £29.99

Where to Watch Birds in East Anglia
Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk
David Callahan(Author)
East Anglia – the jewel in the crown of British birding. The counties of Norfolk, Suffolk and
Cambridgeshire represent the most popular region for birders and naturalists to visit in the
British Isles, whether to see wintering flocks of geese...

320 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #249381 Aug-2020 9781472962225 £24.99

RSPB ID Spotlight: Garden Birds
Marianne Taylor(Author), Stephen Message(Illustrator)
A reliable, attractive fold-out identification chart illustrating 50 of Britain's most familiar and
popular garden bird species.This RSPB-licensed ID guide features 80 artworks illustrating 50
of Britain's most common and popular garden bird...

12 pages | 80 colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Unbound #249393 Jul-2020 9781472974228 £4.50

RSPB ID Spotlight: British Birds of Prey
Marianne Taylor(Author), Stephen Message(Illustrator)
This RSPB-licensed ID guide features 50 artworks illustrating 21 of Britain's bird of prey and
owl species. Artworks are printed on one side of the fold-out chart with species grouped
taxonomically and helpfully labelled to assist with species...

12 pages | 50 colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Unbound #249394 Jul-2020 9781472974259 £4.50
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Botany

Pacific Flyway
Waterbird Migration from the Arctic to Tierra del Fuego
Audrey DeLella Benedict(Author), Geoffrey A Hammerson(Author), Robert W Butler(Author)
The migratory waterbirds of the Pacific Flyway convert food, air, and water into a mileage plan
that has few equals in the animal world. Set against a backdrop of stunning images from more
than 120 internationally acclaimed photographers, Pacific...

176 pages | colour photos | Sasquatch Books

Paperback #249693 2020 9781632171344 £24.99

Birds of Passage
Hunting and Conservation in Malta
Mark-Anthony Falzon(Author)
Bird migration between Europe and Africa is a fraught journey, particularly in the
Mediterranean, where migratory birds are shot and trapped in large numbers. In Malta,
thousands of hunters share a shrinking countryside. They also rub shoulders with...

288 pages | 21 illustrations | Berghahn Books Ltd

Hardback #249736 Jul-2020 9781789207668 £98.99

Waterfowl of Eastern North America
Chris G Earley(Author)
The Eastern Continental Divide from Florida to Ontario contains the world's largest network of
freshwater lakes, rivers, wetlands and coastal waters. It is home to an astonishingly large
variety of ducks, geese and other waterfowl although many...

168 pages | 400 colour photos, colour illustrations, and colour distribution
maps | Firefly Books

Paperback #249744 Apr-2020 9780228102472 £16.95

Birds of Ohio
Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Make bird watching even more enjoyable. With Ohio's best-selling bird guide, field
identification is simple and informative. There's no need to look through dozens of photos of
birds that don't live in your area. Birds of Ohio features...

332 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Adventure
Publications

Paperback #249966 Apr-2020 9781591939610 £10.99

Nests, Eggs, Birds
An Illustrated Aviary
Kelsey Oseid(Author)
Discover the world's birds, their homes, and their eggs in this gorgeously illustrated,
entertaining, and educational guide. Did you know that the tailorbird "sews" leaves together to
make its nest? Or that hummingbird eggs are the size...

144 pages | colour illustrations | Ten Speed Press

Hardback #249967 Mar-2020 9780399581854 £12.99

Flight Lines
Across the Globe on a Journey with the Astonishing Ultramarathon Birds
Andrew Darby(Author)
Andrew Darby follows the extraordinary migratory shorebirds from Australia's southern ocean
to the Arctic and back. On these travels he explores the power of science to reveal the
mysteries of these birds, and to heal both their endangered world...

336 pages | Allen & Unwin

Paperback #249988 2020 9781760296551 £29.99

Avifaunas, Atlases & Authors
A Personal View of Local Ornithology in the United Kingdom, from the Earliest Times to 2019
David K Ballance(Author)
Written by the author of Birds in Counties and its supplements, this book contains an account
of the development of local ornithology, conforming with current recording areas, and including
biographical details of authors. There is also a critical...

346 pages | b/w photos | Calluna Books

Spiralbound #250018 2020 9780993347757 £24.99

What Birds Eat
How to Preserve the Natural Diet and Behavior of North American Birds
Kim Long(Author)
The more than 900 bird species in North America have natural diets ranging from seeds,
foliage, nectar, and nuts to fish, insects, crustaceans, carrion, and mammals – and sometimes
other birds! What Birds Eat explores the senses that birds...

368 pages | Skipstone Press

Paperback #250049 Sep-2020 9781680513004 £26.50

Plant Names
A Guide to Botanical Nomenclature
Roger Spencer(Author), Rob Cross(Author)
Plant Names is an invaluable guide to the use of scientific, commercial and common names for
plants and the conventions for writing them. Written by horticultural botanists at the Royal
Botanic Gardens Victoria, Plant Names covers the naming of wild...

162 pages | Illus | CSIRO

Paperback #249699 Mar-2020 9781486311446 £31.50

Botany
An Introduction to Plant Biology
James D Mauseth(Author)
Botany: An Introduction to Plant Biology continues to set the standard for learning the
fundamentals of plant science. In its seventh edition, Botany leads with the latest material on
molecular biology, plant biotechnology, and the most recent...

844 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Jones & Bartlett

Hardback #249859 2019 9781284157352 £66.99

La Familia Rubiaceae en la Flora de México [The Family Rubiaceae in the Flora of
Mexico]
Attila Borhidi(Author)
This book is the third and expanded edition of the first complete monograph of the Rubiaceae
family (the fourth most diverse among the phanerogams with 670 genera and approximately
13,800 species), the fifth most important in the flora of Mexico...

704 pages | 180 b/w illustrations | Akademiai Kiado

Paperback #249763 2019 9789634543602 £74.99
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Liverworts, Mosses and Hornworts of Southwest Asia
Marchantiophyta, Bryophyta, Anthocerotophyta
Harald Kürschner(Editor), Wolfgang Frey(Editor)
The new, enlarged and revised flora replaces the former flora The Liverworts, Mosses and
Hornworts of Southwest Asia: Marchantiophyta, Bryophyta, Anthocerotophyta (2011, Nova
Hedwigia Beiheft 139) which was the first comprehensive bryophyte flora and...

267 pages | 9 b/w illustrations | Gebrüder Borntraeger Verlag

Paperback #249762 2020 9783443510718 £120.00

The Code Decoded
A User's Guide to the International Code of Nomenclature for Algae, Fungi, and Plants
Nicholas J Turland(Author)
This second edition of The Code Decoded is a user's guide to the International Code of
Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and plants, specifically the Shenzen Code of 2018. The author
has tried to create a text that is reasonably clear and simple,...

200 pages | 19 colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations, 11 tables |
Pensoft Publishers

Paperback #249683 2019 £64.99

Welcher Baum Ist Das? [Which Tree Is That?]
Margot Spohn(Author), Roland Spohn(Author)
This Kosmos guide allows for the identification of more than 350 trees and shrubs from all over
Europe. The Kosmos colour code guarantees fast orientation. Several photos and drawings are
shown per species, and details are given with each picture....

256 pages | 848 colour photos, 872 colour illustrations | Kosmos Verlag

Paperback #249832 2020 9783440164495 £24.99

The National Plant Collections Directory 2020
More Than 600 Plant Collections and Where to Visit Them
Plant Heritage(Author)
The 2020 Directory contains details of the current National Plant Collections, how to visit or get
in contact with Collection Holders. These are experts in their field, and this Directory is a handy
guide to get in touch with plant experts to find...

162 pages | colour photos | National Council for the Conservation of
Plants and Gardens

Paperback #249987 Mar-2020 9781999996628 £16.99

Botany
A Lab Manual
James D Mauseth(Author), Amanda Snook(Contributor)
Botany: A Lab Manual, Seventh Edition is mapped to match Botany: An Introduction to Plant
Biology, Seventh Edition but is the perfect companion for any botany course. Packed with
hands-on activities, it engages students and broadens their...

261 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Jones & Bartlett

Spiralbound #249858 2019 9781284157390 £44.99

Pests, Diseases, Ailments and Allies of Australian Plants
David L Jones(Author), W Rodger Elliot(Author), Sandra R Jones(Author), Trevor L
Blake(Illustrator)
Amateur and professional gardeners, horticulturists, commercial nurseries and students will
find Pests, Diseases, Ailments and Allies of Australian Plants invaluable. Pests, Diseases and
Ailments of Australian Plants is an authoritative reference on...

440 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawing | New Holland Publishers

Paperback #231605 2015 9781877069970 £49.99

London's Street Trees
A Field Guide to the Urban Forest
Paul Wood(Author), Sadiq Khan(Foreword By)
Three years ago the idea of a whole book about London’s street trees seemed somewhat
esoteric – weren’t they all just London Planes?But Paul Wood’s brilliant and acclaimed book
has gone on to sell 5,000 copies in three...

224 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Safe Haven Books

Paperback #249755 May-2020 9781916045330 £14.99

The Garden Jungle
Or Gardening to Save the Planet
Dave Goulson(Author)
Read our author interview with Dave Goulson on our blog.The Garden Jungle is about the
wildlife that lives right under our noses, in our gardens and parks, between the gaps in the
pavement, and in the soil beneath our feet. Wherever you are right...

280 pages | Vintage

Paperback #249709 Apr-2020 9781784709914 £9.99
Hardback #246359 2019 9781787331358 £16.99

Ethnobotany of the Mountain Regions of Far Eastern Europe
Ural, Northern Caucasus, Turkey, and Iran
Ketevan Batsatsashvili(Editor), Zaal Kikvidze(Editor), Rainer W Bussmann(Editor)
Research in recent years has increasingly shifted away from purely academic research, and
into applied aspects of the discipline, including climate change research, conservation, and
sustainable development. It has by now widely been recognized that...

500 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #247932 Jul-2020 9783030289393 £299.99

Woodland Flowers
Colourful Past, Uncertain Future
Keith J Kirby(Author)
More often than not, we don't see the wood for the trees. Observing the plants of the forest floor
– the flowers, ferns, sedges and grasses – can be a vital way of understanding the nature of
British woodland.For centuries, woodland...

320 pages | 250 colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #248986 Aug-2020 9781472949073 £29.99

Icones Orchidacearum, Fascicle 17(1)
The Genus Epidendrum, Part 13: Species New & Old in Epidendrum
Eric Hágsater(Editor), Elizabeth Santiago(Editor)
It has been ten months since the last issue of Icones Orchidacearum appeared, and thanks to
the collaboration of numerous botanists and amateurs throughout the Neotropics, the editors
can present another addition to The Genus Epidendrum, in this...

136 pages | 56 plates with colour photos and b/w line drawings; colour
photos, b/w line drawings; colour photos, b/w distribution maps | Herbario
Amo

Unbound #249691 2019 £130.00

Atlas of Native Orchids in China (2-Volume Set) [Chinese]
Jin Xiaohua(Editor), Li Jianwu(Editor), Ye Deping(Editor)
With two volumes, the book is a definitive illustrated work on Chinese native orchids. It
introduces a total of 157 genera, 1026 species and 4 new records of Chinese wild orchids with
detailed description of characteristics, phenology, habitat,...

1257 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Henan Science
and Technology Publishing House

Hardback #249761 2019 9787109104792 £225.00
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Plants That Cure
A Natural History of the World's Most Important Medicinal Plants
Elizabeth A Dauncey(Author), Melanie-Jayne Howes(Author)
Of the approximately 300,000 plants that have evolved on Earth, at least one-tenth of them
have been used in traditional herbal medicine or as local remedies. More recently, the
application of science has proven the effectiveness of many of these...

224 pages | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Hardback #249819 Apr-2020 9781842467008 £24.99

Britain's Trees
A Treasury of Traditions, Superstitions, Remedies and Literature
Jo Woolf(Author)
Britain's rich blend of cultures is evident in our interpretation of trees, and certainly in the way
we use them. When we walk in the woods, we can almost hear the sage voices of druids, the
battle cries of Norse warriors, the proclamations of...

240 pages | colour illustrations | National Trust

Hardback #249869 2020 9781911358862 £12.99

Les Orchidées des Mascareignes [The Orchids of the Mascarene Islands]
Michel Szelengowicz(Author), Jean-Maurice Tamon(Author)
The two authors have been traveling for several decades to visit all the ecosystems of the
islands of the Mascarene archipelago (Mauritius, Réunion and Rodrigues) in search of orchids,
explorations for which they have been able to benefit from...

426 pages | colour photos | Printec Press Holdings

Paperback #249874 2013 9782954531601 £180.00

Wisconsin Flora
An Illustrated Guide to the Vascular Plants of Wisconsin
Steve William Chadde(Author)
Wisconsin Flora: An Illustrated Guide to the Vascular Plants of Wisconsin is the first modern,
comprehensive guide to the vascular flora of Wisconsin, including keys, descriptions,
illustrations, and county distribution maps for over 2,100 plant...

826 pages | illustrations, distribution maps | Orchard Innovations

Paperback #249885 2019 9781951682033 £54.99
Hardback #249906 2019 9781951682088 £64.99

Memory and Learning in Plants
František Baluška(Editor), Monica Gagliano(Editor), Günther Witzany(Editor)
Memory and Learning in Plants assembles recent research on memory and learning in plants.
Organisms that share a capability to store information about experiences in the past have an
actively generated background resource on which they can compare...

222 pages | 13 colour & 12 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #249892 2019 9783030092733 £119.99
Hardback #249891 2018 9783319755953 £74.50

Wild Your Garden
Create a Sanctuary for Nature
Jim Ashton(Author), Joel Ashton(Author)
Join the rewilding movement and share your outdoor space with nature. We all have the
potential to make the world a little greener. Wild Your Garden, written by Jim and Joel Ashton
(aka "The Butterfly Brothers"), shows you how to create a...

192 pages | colour photos | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #249932 Apr-2020 9780241435816 £12.99

The Saguaro Cactus
A Natural History
David A Yetman(Author), Alberto Búrquez(Author), Kevin Hultine(Author), Michael
Sanderson(Author)
The saguaro, with its great size and characteristic shape – its arms stretching heavenward, its
silhouette often resembling a human – has become the emblem of the Sonoran Desert of
southwestern Arizona and northwestern Mexico. The largest...

208 pages | University of Arizona Press

Paperback #249949 2020 9780816540044 £20.95

Flora Zambesiaca, Volume 14: Cyperaceae
MÁ García(Editor), Jonathan R Timberlake(Editor), Jane Browning(Author), KD Gordon-
Gray(Author), M Lock(Author), Henk J Beentje(Author), K Vollesen(Author), K Bauters(Author),
C Archer(Author), I Larridon(Author), M Xanthos(Author), P Vorster(Author), J Bruhl(Author), K
Wilson(Author), X Zhang(Author)
The Flora Zambesiaca series provides comprehensive descriptive accounts of the flowering
plants and ferns native and naturalised in Zambia, Malawi, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Botswana
and the Caprivi Strip. Volume 14 covers the family Cyperaceae, the...

458 pages | 3 colour photos, 76 b/w line drawings | Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew

Paperback #250004 2020 9781842467077 £79.99

Flora Zambesiaca, Volume 7, Part 3: Apocynaceae (Part 2)
MÁ García(Editor), David J Goyder(Author), Michael G Gilbert(Author), H Johan T
Venter(Author)
The Flora Zambesiaca series provides comprehensive descriptive accounts of the flowering
plants and ferns native and naturalised in Zambia, Malawi, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Botswana
and the Caprivi Strip. Volume 7, part 3 completes the Apocynaceae in...

378 pages | 8 colour photos, 14 colour & 66 b/w illustrations | Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew

Paperback #250005 Mar-2020 9781842467138 £79.99

Flora del Valle de Tehuacán-Cuicatlán, Volume 141: Flacourtiaceae
Julio Martínez-Ramírez(Author)
Volume 141 covers the family Flacourtiaceae, a now-defunct family of flowering plants whose
former members have been scattered to various families, mostly to the Achariaceae and
Salicaceae.

16 pages | b/w line drawings, b/w distribution maps, 1 b/w map | Instituto
de Biología, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Paperback #250028 2017 9786070294198 £24.99

Wildlife Garden
Create a Home for Garden-Friendly Animals, Insects and Birds
Ursula Kopp(Author)
The threat of global mass extinction of bees, and the alarming decline in many native bird
species, are key topics of discussion today. The main causes of this situation are intensive
cultivation of monocultures and the wide-scale use of pesticides,...

80 pages | colour photos | Hubble & Hattie

Paperback #250039 May-2020 9781787116009 £9.99

Pteridophyte Flora of Nilgiris, South India
Visuvasam Soosai Manickam(Author), V Irudayaraj(Author)
The Nilgiris was identified in 1970 as a representative area of the Western Ghats under the
UNESCO's Man and Biosphere programme. It is the first biosphere reserve set up in India in
1986. The present work is based on the intense field work...

192 pages | colour photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #250048 2003 9788121103862 £54.99
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Mammals

Minnesota Flora
An Illustrated Guide to the Vascular Plants of Minnesota
Steve William Chadde(Author)
Minnesota Flora: An Illustrated Guide to the Vascular Plants of Minnesota is the first modern,
comprehensive guide to the flora of Minnesota, including keys, descriptions, illustrations, and
county distribution maps for over 1,900 plant species in...

784 pages | illustrations, distribution maps | Orchard Innovations

Paperback #250051 2019 9781951682071 £51.99
Hardback #250052 2019 9781951682125 £63.99

The New Edible Wild Plants of Eastern North America
A Field Guide to Edible (and Poisonous) Flowering Plants, Ferns, Mushrooms and Lichens
Merritt Lyndon Fernald(Author), Alfred Charles Kinsey(Author), Steve William Chadde(Author)
Edible Wild Plants of Eastern North America, originally published in 1943, was a landmark
book in terms of its thoroughness (covering nearly 1000 plant species, plus poisonous plants,
mushrooms, seaweeds and lichens) and its detailed descriptions of...

464 pages | b/w illustrations, distribution maps | Orchard Innovations

Paperback #250053 2019 9781951682118 £28.99

The Last Wild Wolves
Ghosts of the Rain Forest
Ian McAllister(Author), Paul C Paquet(Introduction By), Chris Darimont(Contributor)
For seventeen years, Ian McAllister has lived on the rugged north coast of British Columbia,
one of the last places on the planet where wolves live relatively undisturbed by humans. The
Last Wild Wolves describes his experiences over that period...

192 pages | colour photos | Greystone Books

Paperback #249697 Apr-2020 9781553654520 £19.99
Hardback #175128 2007 9780520254732 £54.99

Bats of Southern and Central Africa
A Biogeographic and Taxonomic Synthesis
Ara Monadjem(Author), Peter John Taylor(Author), Fenton PD Cotterill(Author), M Corrie
Schoeman(Author)
Several years in the making, this book is co-published by Wits University Press and the South
African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI). It is a full-colour book including colour plates of
bats, skull photographs, and spectrograms of bat...

640 pages | colour photos, illustrations, distribution maps | Wits
University Press

Hardback #249470 Jun-2020 9781776145829 £71.95

Saving the Last Rhinos
The Life of a Frontline Conservationist
Grant Fowlds(Author), Graham Spence(Author)
'Endangered means we still have time, but extinction is forever'– Grant FowldsIn 2016 the
number of rhinos poached in South Africa stood at 1,054 (Department of Environmental
Affairs). In 2017, 529 rhinos had been slaughtered by 24th...

344 pages | 8 plates with 15 colour & 1 b/w photos | Robinson Publishing

Hardback #245067 2019 9781472142535 £18.99

The Bowhead Whale Balaena mysticetus
Biology and Human Interactions
JC George(Editor), JGM Thewissen(Editor)
The Bowhead Whale, Balaena mysticetus: Biology and Human Interactions covers bowhead
biology from anatomy and behaviour, to conservation, distribution, and ecology and evolution.
It also discusses the biological and physical aspects of the Arctic...

516 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Academic Press

Hardback #249585 Aug-2020 9780128189696 £91.95

Mammals of the Southern Cone
Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay
Albert Martínez Vilalta(Editor), Toni Llobet François(Illustrator), Ilian Velikov(Illustrator), Blanca
Martí de Ahumada(Illustrator), Àlex Mascarell Llosa(Illustrator), Francesc Jutglar(Illustrator),
Faansie Peacock(Illustrator), Lluís Sogorb Mallebrera(Illustrator)
This illustrated checklist covers the Southern Cone of South America and its associated
islands, a region rich in habitat diversity and harboring a corresponding richness of
mammalian life. Although not a traditional Field Guide, Mammals of the...

160 pages | colour illustrations, colour distribution maps | Lynx Edicions

Flexibound #249671 2020 9788416728268 £24.99

Alpine Ibex / Steinwild am Großglockner
Gunther Greßmann(Author)
The ibex is a talisman in the Alps. In 1960 they were reintroduced in the Großglockner area of
Austria – the beginning of a remarkable success story. Today, if you take your time, attentive
observers are very likely to see these animals....

176 pages | colour photos | Verlag Anton Pustet

Hardback #249687 Jun-2020 9783702509644 £22.50

Game Drive
Mammals Of Southern Africa
Heinrich van den Berg(Author), Philip van den Berg(Author), Ingrid van den Berg(Author)
Offers a visual record of all the mammals that may be seen on travels in Southern Africa. This
large-format, deluxe book is a visual record of all the mammals that may be seen on travels in
Southern Africa and filled with the most stunning images...

200 pages | 200 colour photos | HPH Publishing

Paperback #249732 2020 9780994692481 £23.99

The Last Giants
The Rise and Fall of the African Elephant
Levison Wood(Author)
This book comes at a critical time. Fifty years ago, Africa was home to just over 1.3 million
elephants, but by 1990 the number had halved. Meanwhile in the span of a lifetime, the human
population has more than doubled.In Levison Wood's The Last...

272 pages | Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #249780 Apr-2020 9781529381122 £19.99

The Hedgehog Book
Hugh Warwick(Author)
The Hedgehog Book is the latest in the compact, accessible Nature Books series, exploring our
relationship with some of Britain’s best-loved wild creatures.A welcome visitor heard rustling
through our hedges or spotted shuffling across our...

160 pages | 100+ colour photos | Graffeg

Hardback #250015 Aug-2020 9781913134419 £9.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

Chimpanzee
Lessons from our Sister Species
Kevin D Hunt(Author)
The chimpanzee is one of our planet's best-loved and most instantly recognisable animals.
Splitting from the human lineage between four and six million years ago, it is (along with its
cousin, the bonobo) our closest living relative, sharing...

644 pages | 141 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #250036 Aug-2020 9781107544413 £29.99
Hardback #250037 Aug-2020 9781107118591 £84.99

Ethical Debates in Orangutan Conservation
Alexandra Palmer(Author)
Ethical Debates in Orangutan Conservation explores how conservationists decide whether, and
how, to undertake rehabilitation and reintroduction (R&R) when rescuing orphaned
orangutans. The author demonstrates that exploring ethical dilemmas is...

248 pages | Routledge

Hardback #250063 2020 9780367182885 £120.00

A Naturalist’s Guide to the Reptiles & Amphibians of Bali
Ruchira Somaweera(Author)
A complete photographic identification guide to all 113 reptile and amphibian species of Bali,
perfect for resident and visitor alike. High-quality photographs from the region's top nature
photographers, are accompanied by detailed species...

176 pages | ~300 colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | John Beaufoy
Publishing

Paperback #250031 May-2020 9781912081257 £11.99
Paperback #237027 2017 9781909612952 £6.99

America's Alligator
A Popular History of Our Most Celebrated Reptile
Doug Alderson(Author)
People have long been fascinated by the American alligator. Ever since humans arrived on the
continent more than 15,000 years ago, the American alligator has been both feared and
revered, celebrated and scorned, and often hunted for food and...

152 pages | Lyons Press

Paperback #249745 Jul-2020 9781493048267 £10.95

Frogs and Reptiles of the Murray–Darling Basin
A Guide to Their Identification, Ecology and Conservation
Michael Swan(Author)
The Murray–Darling Basin spans more than 1 million square kilometres across the lower third
of Queensland, most of New South Wales, the Australian Capital Territory, northern Victoria
and the south-eastern corner of South Australia. Wildlife...

352 pages | colour photos, maps | CSIRO

Paperback #249758 Mar-2020 9781486311323 £41.50

Encyclopedia of Japanese Frogs [English / Japanese]
Masafumi Matsui(Author), Norio Maeda(Illustrator)
This definitive encyclopaedia covers all 48 frog species occurring in Japan. Based on the latest
genetic analyses, this book contains the latest phylogenetic trees. Compared to the authors'
previous 1999 book, this book now also contains new,...

271 pages | colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations, b/w distribution maps |
Bun-ichi Sogo Shuppan Co.

Hardback #249792 2018 9784829988435 £350.00

Lizards of Patagonia
Diversity, Systematics, Biogeography and Biology of the Reptiles at the End of the World
Mariana Morando(Editor), Luciano Javier Avila(Editor)
Lizards of Patagonia presents a critical and integrated review of lizards from Patagonia. It
summarizes the region's geomorphological history and climatic aspects, which makes it
possible to interpret, from an evolutionary perspective, the latest...

530 pages | 80 colour & 56 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #249878 Jul-2020 9783030427511 £159.99

Sea Change
A Message to the Oceans
Sylvia A Earle(Author)
In 1952, at age sixteen, Sylvia Earle – then a budding marine biologist – borrowed a friend's
copper diving helmet, compressor, and pump and slipped below the waters of a Florida river. It
was her first underwater dive. Since then,...

360 pages | 25 colour photos | Texas A & M University Press

Hardback #249733 Apr-2020 9781623499044 £33.50

A Field Guide to Tropical Reef Fishes of the Indo-Pacific
Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Vietnam
Gerald R Allen(Author), Roger Swainston(Illustrator), Jill Ruse(Illustrator)
This is the revised and expanded fifth edition of a book that has been the standard reference
work for divers, anglers and scientists for over 30 years.The new edition covers 1,670 fish
species found in the seas of tropical Southeast Asia, the...

316 pages | 29 colour photos, 2000+ colour illustrations | Tuttle
Publishing

Paperback #250023 Aug-2020 9780804852791 £25.99

Coral Reef Restoration Handbook
William F Precht(Editor), Bob Graham(Foreword By)
Paperback reprint of a 2006 book.Most of what we know about the rehabilitation of coral reef
systems stems from efforts to repair reefs injured by vessels that have run aground. To date,
however, there is a paucity of published literature regarding...

384 pages | no illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #250055 2019 9780367390839 £54.99
Hardback #152886 2006 9780849320736 £130.00

Diving & Snorkelling Guide to Tropical Marine Life of the Indo-Pacific Region
Matthias Bergbauer(Author), Manuela Kirschner(Author)
This handy pocket guide enables divers and snorkelers to identify more than 270 of the most
common species of marine life likely to be encountered in and around the coral reefs of the
Indo-Pacific region, including fish, reptiles and amphibians, and...

224 pages | 300 colour photos, 1 colour map | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #250038 Jul-2020 9781912081332 £12.99
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Evolutionary Biology

The Shark That Walks on Land
And Other Strange But True Tales Of Mysterious Sea Creatures
Michael Bright(Author)
When you jump or dive into the sea and then bob back up and float at the surface, do you
wonder what's down there, what creature is underneath you, looking up, ready to take an
inquisitive bite?Peter Benchley, author of Jaws, and film director...

285 pages | b/w illustrations | Biteback Publishing & The Robson Press

Paperback #249926 2020 9781785905247 £9.99

Reef Fishes of the Indo-Pacific
Matthias Bergbauer(Author), Manuela Kirschner(Author), Margy Walter(Translated by)
The Indo-Pacific region is the dream destination for all SCUBA divers and snorkelers. The
coral reefs in this region are bursting with marine life and are home to more animal species
than any other diving spot in the world – more than 40 per...

352 pages | ~450 colour photos | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #249978 May-2020 9781912081349 £19.99
Paperback #213493 2014 9781909612310 £12.99

Underwater Guide to Seychelles
The Best Diving & Snorkelling Sites with ID Guide to Reef Fishes, Invertebrates, Corals and
Megafauna
Christophe Mason-Parker(Author), Rowana Walton(Author)
The warm tropical waters and coral reefs teeming with fish mean that Seychelles is a hugely
popular diving destination. The waters that surround Seychelles are home to over 1,000
species of fish and 300 species of coral. The islands are visited by...

160 pages | ~350 colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, 2 colour maps
| John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #250000 May-2020 9781912081271 £12.99

Was Lebt in Tümpel, Bach und Weiher?: Pflanzen und Tiere Unserer Gewässer [What
Lives in Lakes, Streams and Pond? The Plants and Animals of Our Waters]
Wolfgang Engelhardt(Author), Peter Martin(Contributor), Klaus Rehfeld(Contributor), Jörg S
Pfadenhauer(Contributor)
This popular freshwater field guide presents a portrait of 400 plants and animals with detailed
drawings and information on invasive species. In addition, it provides an overview of water
types, pollution and analysis as well as nature conservation...

336 pages | 70 plates with colour illustrations; 92 colour photos, 437
colour & 90 b/w illustrations | Kosmos Verlag

Paperback #249980 Apr-2020 9783440159002 £41.99

Reef Life
An Underwater Memoir
Callum M Roberts(Author)
Reef Life is the story of how Callum Roberts, Britain's pre-eminent marine conservation
scientist, fell in love with coral reefs and embarked on a thirty-year career. He began as a
young university student who had never been abroad, spending a...

398 pages | 32 plates with colour photos; b/w photos | Profile Books

Paperback #249934 Jul-2020 9781788162166 £10.99
Hardback #246269 2019 9781788162159 £16.99

The Science of the Ocean
The Secrets of the Seas Revealed
Dive into this uniquely elegant visual exploration of the seaAn aesthetic look at marine life and
the ocean environment, this book uses astounding photography and clear diagrams to make
marine biology and oceanography accessible and an enjoyable...

336 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #249735 Sep-2020 9780241415252 £29.99

Red Snapper Biology in a Changing World
Stephen T Szedlmayer(Editor), Stephen A Bortone(Editor)
Red Snapper, Lutjanus campechanus, is an important commercial and recreational fish
species and there has been much interest in maintaining its status among a variety of
scientific, social and economic levels. Stocks are influenced by varying...

290 pages | 15 colour & 58 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249749 2019 9780815374060 £155.00

Advances in Marine Biology, Volume 85: Sharks in Mexico
Research and Conservation, Part B
Shawn E Larson(Editor), Dayv Lowry(Editor)
Following on Part A, Sharks in Mexico: Research and Conservation, Part B (Volume 85 in the
Advances in Marine Biology series) provides in-depth and up-to-date reviews on all aspects of
marine biology that will appeal to postgraduates and researchers...

318 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Hardback #249845 Jun-2020 9780128221990 £139.00

Guide to the Identification of Marine Meiofauna
Andreas Schmidt-Rhaesa(Editor)
Marine meiofauna, the community of smallest animals in marine sediments, is a fascinating
and important part of the marine ecosystem. In Guide to the Identification of Marine Meiofauna,
53 authors introduce the 32 animal groups that occur in the...

607 pages | 198 colour & b/w photos, 135 b/w line drawings, 6 tables |
Verlag Friedrich Pfeil

Hardback #249995 2019 9783899372441 £69.99

Automated Taxon Identification in Systematics
Theory, Approaches and Applications
Norman MacLeod(Editor)
Paperback reprint of a 2007 hardback.The automated identification of biological objects or
groups has been a dream among taxonomists and systematists for centuries. However,
progress in designing and implementing practical systems for fully automated...

368 pages | colour photos, illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #249922 2019 9780367388836 £54.99
Hardback #162367 2007 9780849382055 £105.00

How to Argue With a Racist
History, Science, Race and Reality
Adam Rutherford(Author)
Race is real because we perceive it. Racism is real because we enact it. But the appeal to
science to strengthen racist ideologies is on the rise – and increasingly part of the public
discourse on politics, migration, education, sport and...

224 pages | Weidenfeld & Nicolson

Hardback #249764 2020 9781474611244 £12.99
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Life Finds a Way
What Evolution Teaches Us About Creativity
Andreas Wagner(Author)
Darwin's theory of evolution was a monumental achievement, but there was much he did not
know. In his 'survival of the fittest' model each step must go forward, life always progressing up
the slope towards an evolutionary peak. There is...

312 pages | b/w illustrations | Oneworld Publications

Paperback #249720 May-2020 9781786077738 £10.99
Hardback #244963 2019 9781786076151 £12.99

The Demon in the Machine
How Hidden Webs of Information Are Finally Solving the Mystery of Life
Paul Davies(Author)
When Darwin set out to explain the origin of species, he made no attempt to answer the deeper
question: what is life?For generations, scientists have struggled to make sense of this
fundamental question. Life really does look like magic: even a...

251 pages | b/w illustrations | Penguin Books

Paperback #249927 2020 9780141986401 £9.99
Hardback #245957 2019 9780241309599 £19.99

On the Origin of Evolution
Tracing ‘Darwin’s Dangerous Idea’ from Aristotle to DNA
John Gribbin(Author), Mary Gribbin(Author)
The theory of evolution by natural selection did not spring fully formed and unprecedented from
the brain of Charles Darwin. Rather it has been examined and debated by philosophers the
world over for thousands of years.This lively history traces the...

320 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Hardback #249719 Apr-2020 9780008333362 £19.99

Wayfinding
The Art and Science of How We Find and Lose Our Way
Michael Bond(Author)
The physical world is infinitely complex, yet most of us are able to find our way around it. We
can walk through unfamiliar streets while maintaining a sense of direction, take shortcuts along
paths we have never used and remember for many years...

288 pages | Picador

Hardback #249725 Mar-2020 9781509841066 £19.99

How Zoologists Organize Things
The Art of Classification
David Bainbridge(Author)
Humankind's fascination with the animal kingdom began as a matter of survival –
differentiating the edible from the toxic, the ferocious from the tractable. Since then, our
compulsion to catalogue wildlife has played a key role in growing...

256 pages | colour illustrations | Frances Lincoln Ltd

Hardback #249727 Jun-2020 9780711252264 £19.99

Fossil Men
The Quest for the Oldest Fossil Skeleton and the Battle to Define Human Origins
Kermit Pattison(Author)
A behind-the-scenes account of the shocking discovery of the skeleton of "Ardi", a human
ancestor far older than Lucy – a find that shook the world of palaeoanthropology and radically
altered our understanding of human evolution.In...

528 pages | William Morrow & Co

Hardback #249754 Jul-2020 9780062410283 £24.99

A Brain for Numbers
The Biology of the Number Instinct
Andreas Nieder(Author)
Humans' understanding of numbers is intuitive. Infants are able to estimate and calculate even
before they learn the words for numbers. How have we come to possess this talent for
numbers? In A Brain for Numbers, Andreas Nieder explains how our...

392 pages | 50 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #249886 2019 9780262042789 £27.99

Narabete Kuraberu Zetsumetsu to Shinka no Dobutsushi [History of Animal Extinction
and Evolution]
Kawasaki Satoshi(Author), Yuri Kimura(Editor)
Giraffes with long necks, whales returning to the sea, elephants with extended noses, camels
carrying nutrient tanks, dinosaurs that evolved into birds, sharks that have been almost
unchanged for 400 million years. This is but a sample of amazing...

240 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Bukkumansha

Paperback #249896 2019 9784893089120 £32.99

Neanderthal Language
Demystifying the Linguistic Powers of our Extinct Cousins
Rudolf Botha(Author)
Did Neanderthals have language, and if so, what was it like? Scientists agree overall that the
behaviour and cognition of Neanderthals resemble that of early modern humans in important
ways. However, the existence and nature of Neanderthal language...

227 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #249930 Jun-2020 9781108491327 £84.99

A Natural History of Color
The Science Behind What We See and How We See It
Rob DeSalle(Author)
A star curator at the American Museum of Natural History widens the palette and shows how
the physical, natural, and cultural context of colour are inextricably tied to what we see right
before our eyes.Is colour a phenomenon of science or a thing of...

304 pages | Pegasus Books

Hardback #249961 Aug-2020 9781643134420 £19.99

Inheritance Systems and the Extended Synthesis
Eva Jablonka(Author), Marion J Lamb(Author)
Current knowledge of the genetic, epigenetic, behavioural and symbolic systems of inheritance
requires a revision and extension of the mid-twentieth-century, gene-based, 'Modern Synthesis'
version of Darwinian evolutionary theory. The authors...

Cambridge University Press

Paperback #249999 May-2020 9781108716024 £14.99

Cladistics
A Guide to Biological Classification
David M Williams(Author), Malte Christian Ebach(Author)
This new edition of a foundational text presents a contemporary review of cladistics, as applied
to biological classification. It provides a comprehensive account of the past 50 years of
discussion on the relationship between classification,...

450 pages | 83 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #250035 Jul-2020 9781107400412 £34.99
Hardback #250034 Jul-2020 9781107008106 £84.99
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Ecology

Earth System Sciences

Ecology
From Individuals to Ecosystems
Michael Begon(Author), Colin R Townsend(Author)
The revised and updated fifth edition of Ecology: From Individuals to Ecosystems – now in full
colour – offers students and practitioners a review of the ecological sciences.The previous
editions of this book earned the authors the...

738 pages | illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #249731 Aug-2020 9781119279358 £54.99

A New Ecology
Systems Perspective
Søren Nors Nielsen(Author), Brian D Fath(Author), Simone Bastianoni(Author), João Carlos
Marques(Author), Felix Müller(Author), Bernard C Patten(Author), Robert E Ulanowicz(Author),
Sven Erik Jørgensen(Author), Enzo Tiezzi(Author)
The diversity of nature's flora and fauna is staggering, and it is human nature to wonder how to
explain the diversity, adaptability and beauty of the world that surrounds us. How can we
explain the interactions between matter and energy that...

270 pages | b/w photos, illustrations, tables | Elsevier

Paperback #249908 2019 9780444637574 £99.99

Biogeography
An Ecological and Evolutionary Approach
C Barry Cox(Author), Richard J Ladle(Author), Peter D Moore(Author)
Through nine successful editions, and for over 45 years, Biogeography: An Ecological and
Evolutionary Approach has provided a thorough and comprehensive exploration of the varied
scientific disciplines and research that are essential to understanding...

520 pages | 10 plates with colour photos and colour illustrations; b/w
photos, colour illustrations, tables | John Wiley & Sons

Paperback #249752 2020 9781119486312 £59.95

Soil Chemistry
Daniel G Strawn(Author), Hinrich L Bohn(Author), George A O'Connor(Author)
Soil Chemistry focuses on the species and reaction processes of chemicals in soils, with
applications to environmental and agricultural issues. Topics range from discussion of
fundamental chemical processes to review of properties and reactions of...

379 pages | 4 plates with colour photos; b/w photos, b/w illustrations,
tables | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #219640 2015 9781118629239 £46.75
Hardback #249716 2020 9781119515180 £59.99

Invasive Aliens
The Plants and Animals from Over There That Are Over Here
Dan Eatherley(Author)
A unique history of plant and animal invaders of the British isles spanning thousands of years
of arrivals and escapes, as well as defences mounted and a look to the future. As Brits we pride
ourselves as stoic defenders, boasting a record of...

326 pages | b/w illustrations | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Paperback #249710 Apr-2020 9780008262785 £9.99
Hardback #241775 2019 9780008262747 £16.99

Disturbance Ecology and Biological Diversity
Context, Nature, and Scale
Erik A Beever(Editor), Inger Suzanne Prange(Editor), Dominick A DellaSala(Editor)
In contexts outside of ecology, the term "disturbance" carries a variety of negative connotations.
Within ecology, however, disturbances are neither inherently negative nor positive for
ecological systems; instead, their effects depend on...

192 pages | 12 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Apple Academic Press

Paperback #249856 2019 9780367861773 £45.99
Hardback #246231 2019 9781482298710 £155.00

Ecology: A Very Short Introduction
Jaboury Ghazoul(Author)
Understanding how our living environment works is essentially a study of ecological systems.
Ecology is the science of how organisms interact with each other and with their environment,
and how such interactions create self-organising communities and...

144 pages | b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #247270 Aug-2020 9780198831013 £8.99

The Next Great Migration
The Beauty and Terror of Life on the Move
Sonis Shah(Author)
A prize-winning journalist upends our centuries-long assumptions about migration through
science, history, and reporting – predicting its lifesaving power in the face of climate
change.The news today is full of stories of dislocated people on...

400 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #250021 Jun-2020 9781526626646 £14.99
Hardback #249634 Jun-2020 9781635571974 £27.99

The Life of a Pest
An Ethnography of Biological Invasion in Mexico
Emily Wanderer(Author)
The Life of a Pest tracks the work practices of scientists in Mexico as they study flora and fauna
at scales ranging from microscopic to ecosystemic. Amid concerns about climate change,
infectious disease outbreaks, and biotechnology, scientific...

200 pages | 14 b/w illustrations, 1 map | University of California Press

Paperback #249760 Jun-2020 9780520302648 £28.99
Hardback #249759 Jun-2020 9780520302624 £69.99

Correlation of Soil Type and Tree Species Distribution for Peninsular Malaysia
Abd Latif M(Author), Wan Rasidah Kadir(Author), Jeyanny Vijayanathan(Author), Lim
JS(Author)
A pertinent issue to success in forestry planting is what species should be put on which site to
attain healthy and productive trees. Species-site matching is a much sought after information
for growers and it relates closely with soil. This...

Forest Research Institute Malaysia

Paperback #249993 2019 £89.99

Minerals and their Localities
Jan H Bernard(Author), Jaroslav Hyršl(Author)
Encyclopedic listing of every known mineral species, with paragraph-size discussions for each
species, emphasizing formation conditions and major worldwide localities. The third edition
describes the properties of over 5000 minerals from about 9500...

920 pages | 1000+ colour photos | Granit Publishing House

Hardback #249994 2015 9788072960989 £120.00
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Environmental & Social Studies

The Human Tide
How Population Shaped the Modern World
Paul Morland(Author)
A dazzling new history of the modern world, as told through the remarkable story of population
change.Every phase since the advent of the industrial revolution – from the fate of the British
Empire, to the global challenges from Germany, Japan...

344 pages | tables | John Murray

Paperback #249925 2020 9781473675162 £10.99
Hardback #244716 2019 9781473675131 £16.99

The Great Quake Debate
The Crusader, the Skeptic, and the Rise of Modern Seismology
Susan Hough(Author)
In the first half of the twentieth century, when seismology was still in in its infancy, renowned
geologist Bailey Willis faced off with fellow high-profile scientist Robert T. Hill in a debate with
life-or-death consequences for the millions of...

248 pages | 18 b/w illustrations, 3 b/w maps | University of Washington
Press

Hardback #249730 Jul-2020 9780295747361 £23.99

After the Blast
The Ecological Recovery of Mount St. Helens
Eric Wagner(Author)
On May 18, 1980, people all over the world watched with awe and horror as Mount St. Helens
erupted. Fifty-seven people were killed and hundreds of square miles of what had been lush
forests and wild rivers were to all appearances destroyed.Ecologists...

264 pages | 20 colour & 2 b/w illustrations, 1 map | University of
Washington Press

Hardback #249753 Apr-2020 9780295746937 £23.99

Notes from Deep Time
A Journey Through Our Past and Future Worlds
Helen Gordon(Author)
From the secret fossils of London to the 3-billion-year-old rocks of the Scottish Highlands, and
from state-of-the-art Californian laboratories to one of the world's most dangerous volcanic
complexes hidden beneath the green hills of western...

320 pages | Profile Books

Hardback #249788 Jul-2020 9781788161633 £19.99

The Rare Metals War
The Hidden Face of the Energy and Digital Transition
Guillaume Pitron(Author), Bianca Jacobsohn(Translated by)
The resources race is on. Powering our smartphones are some of the Earth's most precious
metals – but they are running out. And what will happen when they do?Drawing on six years of
research across a dozen countries, The Rare Metals...

288 pages | Scribe Publications

Paperback #249818 2020 9781912854264 £16.99

Regional Geological Survey of Hanggai, Xianxia and Chuancun, Zhejiang Province in
China
1:50,000 Geological Maps
Jianfang Zhang(Author), Chaohui Zhu(Author), Longwu Wang(Author), Xiaoliang Cai(Author),
Ruijun Gong(Author), Xiaoyou Chen(Author), Jianguo Wang(Author), Mingguang Gu(Author),
Zongyao Zhou(Author), Yuandong Liu(Author)
This book introduces readers to the regional geology of Hanggai, Xianxia and Chuancun, the
area between China's northern Zhejiang Province and southern Anhui Province and explores
the strata, magmatic rocks and tectonic structures in 1:50,000...

292 pages | 122 colour & 146 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #249944 Apr-2020 9789811517877 £44.99

Gold Occurrences in the UK
Lee Gary Palmer(Author)
Gold Occurrences in the UK provides a comprehensive guide to all the gold deposits which
have been discovered in the United Kingdom. Detailed maps highlight the location of each
deposit, with accompanying analysis setting them within the context of...

136 pages | maps | Lee Palmer (privately published)

Paperback #249965 2019 9781916280304 £27.99

Late Quaternary Landscape Evolution, Palaeoenvironments and Human Occupation in
the North of Ireland
Helen Roe(Editor)
Extending from the coastal lowlands of Strangford Lough, County Down, through the Lough
Neagh basin and the scenic Antrim coast to the lakelands of County Fermanagh, this is the
field guide to the QRA field meeting that included a wide variety of...

Quaternary Research Association

Paperback #250065 2019 £39.99

Geology of the Isle of Wight
Andy Gale(Author)
The purpose of this field guide is twofold: to provide a general introduction to the island’s
geology and secondly to provide descriptive accounts of locations which can be visited to see
this geology. The island is an important source of...

illustrations | Geologists' Association

Paperback #250066 2019 £22.99

The Quaternary Fluvial Archives of the Major English Rivers
David R Bridgland(Author), RM Briant(Author), P Allen(Author), Eleanor J Brown(Author), Tom
S White(Author)
The Quaternary fluvial record of England is remarkably rich in fossils and artefacts, providing a
record of environmental change and human occupation over multiple glacial–interglacial
cycles. This excursion visited key fluvial sedimentary...

200 pages | illustrations | Quaternary Research Association

Paperback #250067 2019 9780907780908 £39.99

Why Good People Do Bad Environmental Things
Elizabeth R DeSombre(Author)
No one sets out to intentionally cause environmental problems. All things being equal, we are
happy to protect environmental resources; in fact, we tend to prefer our air cleaner and our
species protected. But despite not wanting to create...

252 pages | no illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #249842 Sep-2020 9780197523803 £18.99
Hardback #239711 2018 9780190636272 £23.49
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Capitalism's Ecologies
Culture, Power, and Crisis in the 21st Century
Jason W Moore(Editor), Sharae Deckard(Editor), Michael Niblett(Editor), Diana C
Gildea(Editor)
Reannouncing:Ours is an era of planetary crisis. As scholars, activists, and citizens seek to
make sense of our uncertain times, the limits of conventional environmental thinking have
become clear. Rather than see "Society" and...

256 pages | PM Press

Paperback #244121 Aug-2020 9781629634463 £17.99

The End of Ice
Bearing Witness and Finding Meaning in the Path of Climate Disruption
Dahr Jamail(Author)
After nearly a decade overseas as a war reporter, the acclaimed journalist Dahr Jamail returned
to America to renew his passion for mountaineering, only to find that the slopes he had once
climbed have been irrevocably changed by climate disruption....

320 pages | The New Press

Paperback #249855 Mar-2020 9781620975978 £15.99
Hardback #244972 2019 9781620972342 £26.99

More From Less
The Surprising Story of How We Learned to Prosper Using Fewer Resources – And What
Happens Next
Andrew McAfee(Author)
Bestselling author and co-director of the MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy Andrew McAfee
says there's a new reason for optimism: we're past the point of 'peak stuff' – from here on out,
it'll take fewer resources to...

337 pages | b/w illustrations | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #250060 Aug-2020 9781471180361 £9.99
Hardback #248852 2019 9781471180330 £19.99

The UK Pesticide Guide 2020
Martin A Lainsbury(Editor)
The UK Pesticide Guide is the authoritative reference for all pesticide products and adjuvants
approved for use in agriculture, amenity, forestry and horticulture. By far the biggest change to
The UK Pesticide Guide in 2020 is the loss of a number of...

750 pages | no illustrations | BCPC

Paperback #249703 2020 9781999896638 £57.99

I Know This to Be True: Greta Thunberg
On Truth, Courage & Saving Our Planet
The I Know This to Be True series is a collection of extraordinary figures from diverse
backgrounds answering the same questions, as well as sharing their compelling stories,
guiding ideals, and insightful wisdom. At just seventeen, Greta Thunberg is...

80 pages | Chronicle Books

Hardback #249713 Apr-2020 9781797202747 £10.99

The Environmental Impact of Overpopulation
The Ethics of Procreation
Trevor Hedberg(Author)
This book examines the link between population growth and environmental impact and
explores the implications of this connection for the ethics of procreation.In light of climate
change, species extinctions, and other looming environmental crises,...

200 pages | Routledge

Hardback #249777 May-2020 9781138489752 £120.00

Sustainability
If It's Everything, Is It Nothing?
Heather M Farley(Author), Zachary A Smith(Author)
In this second edition, the authors present new developments in the sustainability discussion
and argue that a new understanding of sustainability is needed if we are to truly serve future
generations ecologically, economically, and equitably.Despite...

240 pages | 9 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #249861 Apr-2020 9780815357162 £32.99
Hardback #249860 Apr-2020 9780815357155 £120.00

Climate Change and the Nation State
The Realist Case
Anatol Lieven(Author)
In the past two centuries we have experienced wave after wave of overwhelming change. Entire
continents have been resettled; there are billions more of us; the jobs done by countless people
would be unrecognizable to their predecessors; scientific...

240 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #249863 Mar-2020 9780241394076 £19.99

Sitopia
How Food Can Save the World
Carolyn Steel(Author)
We live in a world shaped by food, a Sitopia (sitos = food; topos = place). Food, and how we
search for and consume it, has defined our human journey. This visionary book shows us how
food can help us build our future too.- How can we lead healthy...

384 pages | Chatto & Windus

Hardback #249872 Mar-2020 9780701188719 £16.99

Is It Really Green?
Everyday Eco Dilemmas Answered
Georgina Wilson-Powell(Author)
Find clarity on everyday green-living dilemmas to maximize your sustainability. Are paper bags
always more environmentally friendly than plastic? How much better for the planet are electric
cars? And what saves more water – using the dishwasher...

224 pages | Dorling Kindersley

Paperback #249914 May-2020 9780241435809 £12.99

The Future We Choose
Surviving the Climate Crisis
Christiana Figueres(Author), Tom Rivett-Carnac(Author)
We can survive the climate crisis. This book shows us how.We have two choices for our future,
which is still unwritten. It will be shaped by who we choose to be right now. So, how can we
change the story of the world?The Future We Choose is a...

225 pages | no illustrations | Manilla Press (Bonnier Books imprint)

Hardback #249918 2020 9781838770822 £12.99

A Question of Power
Electricity and the Wealth of Nations
Robert Bryce(Author)
If, in the ancient world, it was guns and germs and steel that determined the fates of people
and nations, in modern times it is electricity. No other form of power translates into affluence
and influence like it. Though demand for it is growing...

320 pages | Public Affairs Press

Hardback #249959 Apr-2020 9781610397490 £24.99
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History & Other Humanities

What We Need to Do Now
For a Zero Carbon Future
Chris Goodall(Author)
The UK has declared a 'climate emergency' and pledged to become carbon neutral by 2050.
So how do we get there? Drawing on actions, policies and technologies already emerging
around the world, Chris Goodall sets out the ways to achieve this....

224 pages | Profile Books

Hardback #249990 2020 9781788164719 £9.99

Confessions of a Greenpeace Dropout
The Making of a Sensible Environmentalist
Patrick Albert Moore(Author)
Confessions of a Greenpeace Dropout: The Making of a Sensible Environmentalist is Dr
Patrick Moore's engaging firsthand account of his many years spent as the ultimate
Greenpeace insider, a co-founder and leader in the organization's top...

408 pages | Beatty Street Publishing

Paperback #249997 2010 9780986480829 £49.99

The Case for Climate Capitalism
Economic Solutions for a Planet in Crisis
Tom Rand(Author)
A call for the Left and Right – the business community and environmentalists, bankers and
activists – to join together, reclaim capitalism, and force profits to align with the planetA
warming climate and a general distrust of...

272 pages | Essays on Canadian Writing Press

Hardback #249998 Apr-2020 9781770415232 £24.99

A Lab of One's Own
One Woman's Personal Journey Through Sexism in Science
Rita Colwell(Author), Sharon Bertsch McGrayne(Author)
A riveting memoir-manifesto from the first female director of the National Science Foundation
about the entrenched sexism in science, the elaborate detours women have taken to bypass
the problem, and how to fix the system.If you think sexism thrives...

288 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #250020 Aug-2020 9781501181276 £27.99

Mark Catesby's Legacy
Natural History Then and Now: The Art and Science of Our Environment and the Choices We
Face for the Future
MJ Brush(Illustrator), Alan H Brush(Author)
In Mark Catesby's Legacy: Natural History Then and Now, Alan Brush, Emeritus Professor of
Physiology & Neurobiology at the University of Connecticut, provides an important historical
perspective on the scientific discoveries made by the...

192 pages | b/w photos, colour illustrations | Catesby Commemorative
Trust Inc.

Paperback #192839 2018 9780692104194 £32.99

Forests in Revolutionary France
Conservation, Community, and Conflict, 1669–1848
Kieko Matteson(Author)
Forests in Revolutionary France investigates the economic, strategic, and political importance
of forests in early modern and modern Europe and shows how struggles over this vital natural
resource both shaped and reflected the ideologies and outcomes...

307 pages | 3 b/w illustrations, 2 b/w maps | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #249929 2020 9781107690813 £19.99
Hardback #215762 2015 9781107043343 £72.99

Industry, Pollution and Stalin's Battle for Resources
The Arctic and the Environment
Lars Rowe(Author)
In Industry, Pollution and Stalin's Battle for Resources the territory of Pechenga, located well
above the Arctic circle between Russia, Finland and Norway, holds the key to understanding
the geopolitical situation of the Arctic today. With...

224 pages | 8 b/w illustrations, 2 maps | IB Tauris

Hardback #241462 Sep-2020 9781784537951 £84.99

Outgrowing God
A Beginner's Guide
Richard Dawkins(Author)
Richard Dawkins was fifteen when he stopped believing in God.Deeply impressed by the
beauty and complexity of living things, he'd felt certain they must have had a designer.
Learning about evolution changed his mind. Now one of the world's...

302 pages | 8 plates with 13 colour photos; b/w illustrations | Black Swan

Paperback #249864 May-2020 9781784164201 £8.99
Hardback #247450 2019 9781787631212 £14.99

The Black Box of Biology
A History of the Molecular Revolution
Michel Morange(Author), Matthew Cobb(Translated by)
In this masterful account, translated from the original French, a historian of science surveys the
molecular biology revolution, its origin and continuing impact.Since the 1930s, a molecular
vision has been transforming biology. Michel Morange...

528 pages | Harvard University Press

Hardback #249705 Jun-2020 9780674281363 £36.95

Casting Shadows
Fish and Fishing in Britain
Tom Fort(Author)
Peer into the secret, silent world of the freshwater fish and explore evolution of the art and
industry of fishing in Britain's rivers and streams.From cunning Neolithic traps, intricate Roman
nets and quarrellous Victorian societies to the...

320 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Hardback #249829 Apr-2020 9780008283445 £19.99

Heredity under the Microscope
Chromosomes & the Study of the Human Genome
Soraya de Chadarevian(Author)
By focusing on chromosomes, Heredity under the Microscope offers a new history of postwar
human genetics. Today chromosomes are understood as macromolecular assemblies and are
analyzed with a variety of molecular techniques. Yet for much of the...

272 pages | 36 b/w photos | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #249838 Apr-2020 9780226685113 £29.99
Hardback #249837 Apr-2020 9780226685083 £89.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

The Science of Walking
Investigations into Locomotion in the Long Nineteenth Century
Andreas Mayer(Author), Tilman Skowroneck(Translated by), Robin Blanton(Translated by)
The Science of Walking recounts the story of the growing interest and investment of Western
scholars, physicians, and writers in the scientific study of an activity that seems utterly trivial in
its everyday performance yet essential to our human...

232 pages | 50 b/w photos | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #249839 May-2020 9780226328355 £39.99

Conservation’s Roots
Managing for Sustainability in Preindustrial Europe, 1100–1800
Abigail Dowling(Editor), Richard Keyser(Editor), Paul Warde(Afterword by)
The ideas and practices that comprise "conservation" are often assumed to have arisen within
the last two centuries. However, while conservation today has been undeniably entwined with
processes of modernity, its historical roots run much...

362 pages | 16 illustrations | Berghahn Books Ltd

Hardback #249857 Jun-2020 9781789206920 £88.99

The American Steppes
The Unexpected Russian Roots of Great Plains Agriculture, 1870s–1930s
David Moon(Author)
Beginning in the 1870s, migrant groups from Russia's steppes settled in the similar
environment of the Great Plains. Many were Mennonites. They brought plants, in particular
grain and fodder crops, trees and shrubs, as well as weeds. Following...

352 pages | 1 b/w illustration, 6 b/w maps, 1 table | Cambridge University
Press

Hardback #249862 Mar-2020 9781107103603 £89.99

Darwin's Corals
A New Model of Evolution and the Tradition of Natural History
Horst Bredekamp(Author)
To this day Charles Darwin's evolutionary theory of the "survival of the fittest" has been
visualized with the universal model of a tree of life. But early on in Darwin's thinking the coral
provided a fascinating alternative to the...

118 pages | De Gruyter

Paperback #249907 2019 9783110643343 £18.99

Colonial Cataclysms
Climate, Landscape, and Memory in Mexico’s Little Ice Age
Bradley Skopyk(Author)
The contiguous river basins that flowed in Tlaxcala and San Juan Teotihuacan formed part of
the agricultural heart of central Mexico. As the colonial project rose to a crescendo in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the Indigenous farmers of...

336 pages | University of Arizona Press

Hardback #249946 Apr-2020 9780816539963 £56.95

To the Last Smoke
An Anthology
Stephen J Pyne(Author)
From boreal Alaska to subtropical Florida, from the chaparral of California to the pitch pine of
New Jersey, America boasts nearly a billion burnable acres. In nine previous volumes, Stephen
J. Pyne has explored the fascinating variety of flame...

448 pages | University of Arizona Press

Paperback #249947 Apr-2020 9780816540129 £31.50

A History of South Australia
Paul Sendziuk(Author), Robert Foster(Author)
A History of South Australia investigates South Australia's history from before the arrival of the
first European maritime explorers to the present day, and examines its distinctive origins as a
'free' settlement. In this compelling and...

326 pages | 21 b/w illustrations, 2 b/w maps | Cambridge University
Press

Paperback #249960 2018 9781107623651 £24.99

The Still-Burning Bush
Stephen J Pyne(Author)
Long a fire continent, Australia now finds itself at the leading edge of a fire epoch. Australia is
one of the world's fire powers. It not only has regular bushfires, but in no other country has fire
made such an impact on the national culture....

176 pages | Scribe Publications

Paperback #250012 Sep-2020 9781950354481 £18.99

The Anthropocene and the Humanities
From Climate Change to a New Age of Sustainability
Carolyn Merchant(Author)
A wide-ranging and original introduction to the Anthropocene that offers fresh, theoretical
insights bridging the sciences and the humanitiesFrom noted environmental historian Carolyn
Merchant, The Anthropocene and the Humanities focuses on the...

232 pages | 80 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #250040 Jun-2020 9780300244236 £19.99

Extended Heredity
A New Understanding of Inheritance and Evolution
Russell Bonduriansky(Author), Troy Day(Author)
For much of the twentieth century it was assumed that genes alone mediate the transmission of
biological information across generations and provide the raw material for natural selection. In
Extended Heredity, leading evolutionary biologists Russell...

288 pages | 40 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Princeton University
Press

Paperback #249717 May-2020 9780691204147 £18.99
Hardback #239375 2018 9780691157672 £24.99

Neuroendocrine Regulation of Animal Vocalization
Mechanisms and Anthropogenic Factors in Animal Communication
Cheryl S Rosenfeld(Editor), Frauke Hoffmann(Editor)
Neuroendocrine Regulation of Animal Vocalization: Mechanisms and Anthropogenic Factors in
Animal Communication examines the underpinning neuroendocrine (NE) mechanisms that
drive animal communications across taxa. Written by international subject...

416 pages | illustrations | Elsevier

Paperback #249782 Aug-2020 9780128151600 £103.00

Bone Guide To Selected Land Mammals of the Northwestern States
Lee Post(Author)
Please note tthat this manual does not have step-by-step instructions on how to articulate
animal skeletons. This manual is a collection of illustrations of the bones of 31 different land
mammals. This was done as a reference guide for zooarchaeology...

143 pages | b/w illustrations | Lee Post (privately published)

Spiralbound #249804 2016 9781495117275 £54.99
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Palaeontology

Transgenerational Epigenetics
Trygve Tollefsbol(Editor)
Transgenerational Epigenetics, Second Edition, offers the only up-to-date, comprehensive
analysis of the inheritance of epigenetic phenomena between generations with an emphasis on
human disease relevance, drug discovery, and next steps in clinical...

518 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #249817 2019 9780128163634 £155.00

Transcriptomics in Entomological Research
Matan Shelomi(Editor)
Bridging the gap between genome and phenotype, the transcriptome is a molecular-level
snapshot of the act of living. Transcriptomics shows which genes are expressed into proteins in
a specific tissue of a specific organism at a specific time and...

214 pages | CABI Publishing

Hardback #249840 2019 9781789243130 £94.99

Kame no Kōra wa Abarabone: Jintai de Arawasu Ugokumonozukan [Turtle Shells Have
Ribs: A Picture Book of Animal Anatomy Represented by the Human Body]
Satoshi Kawasaki(Author)
This unusual picture book shows the diversity of vertebrate body plans by picturing what
humans would look like if their anatomy was organised in the same way as, for example, a
turtle or a flamingo.Summary in...

192 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | SB Kurieitibu

Paperback #249897 2019 9784815604127 £18.99

Uma wa 1-Pon no Yubi de Tatte Iru! Kuraberu Kokkaku Ugokumonozukan [A Horse
Stands on One Finger! Comparative Animal Skeleton Picture Book]
Kisato Ohbuchi(Editor), Satoshi Kawasaki(Author)
This picture book offers visual comparisons between the skeletons of humans and other
animals, highlighting the diversity of vertebrate body plans. By showing how humans would
have to move to just like other animals, it shows how the appearance of...

143 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Shinsei Shubbansha

Paperback #249898 2019 9784405072985 £19.99

How Genes Influence Behavior
Jonathan Flint(Author), Ralph J Greenspan(Author), Kenneth S Kendler(Author)
How Genes Influence Behavior takes a personal and lively approach to the study of
behavioural genetics, providing an up-to-date and accessible introduction to a variety of
approaches and their application to a wide range of disorders, and modeling a...

392 pages | Illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #249931 2020 9780198716877 £34.99

Population Genomics with R
Emmanuel Paradis(Author)
Population Genomics with R presents a multidisciplinary approach to the analysis of population
genomics. The methods treated cover a large number of topics from traditional population
genetics to large-scale genomics with high-throughput sequencing...

390 pages | CRC Press

Hardback #249945 Mar-2020 9781138608184 £89.99

Experimental Hydrodynamics of Fast-Floating Aquatic Animals
Viktor V Babenko(Author)
Experimental Hydrodynamics of Fast-Floating Aquatic Animals presents the latest research on
the physiological, morphological and evolutionary factors in aquatic animal locomotion.
Beginning with an overview on how to conduct experiments on swimming...

266 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #250059 Jun-2020 9780128210253 £76.95

Dinosaurs of Darkness
In Search of the Lost Polar World
Thomas H Rich(Author), Patricia Vickers-Rich(Author), Frank C Whitmore, Jr.(Foreword By)
Dinosaurs of Darkness opens a doorway to a fascinating former world, between 100 million
and 120 million years ago, when Australia was far south of its present location and joined to
Antarctica. Dinosaurs lived in this polar region.How were the polar...

311 pages | 150 colour & 46 b/w photos and illustrations | Indiana
University Press

Paperback #249757 2020 9780253047397 £27.99
Hardback #249756 2020 9780253029409 £64.99

Introduction to Paleobiology and the Fossil Record
Michael J Benton(Author), David AT Harper(Author)
This book presents a comprehensive overview of the science of the history of life.
Palaeobiologists bring many analytical tools to bear in interpreting the fossil record and
Introduction to Paleobiology and the Fossil Record introduces the latest...

640 pages | 300 illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #174183 2009 9781405141574 £26.50
Paperback #250025 Apr-2020 9781119272854 £49.95
Hardback #175678 2009 9781405186469 £129.00

King of the Dinosaur Hunters
The Life of John Bell Hatcher and the Discoveries that Shaped Paleontology
Lowell Dingus(Author)
The story of the extraordinary adventures behind the man who has discovered some of the
amazing wonders of natural history.Every year millions of museum visitors marvel at the
skeletons of dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures discovered by John...

544 pages | 24 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations | Pegasus Books

Paperback #249726 May-2020 9781643133492 £15.99
Hardback #244783 2019 9781681778655 £19.99

Atlas Ilustrado De Los Fósiles [Illustrated Atlas of Fossils]
Vojtech Turek(Author), Jaroslav Marek(Author), Josef Beneš(Author), Marek
Korínek(Illustrator), Monika Korínková(Illustrator), Karel Drávek(Illustrator), Miloš
VVan(Illustrator)
The entire history of the Earth is recorded, more or less completely, in the rocks, making the
study of fossils essential to determine the relative age of these rocks and to prepare geological
maps. This book contains detailed and illustrated...

283 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Susaeta Ediciones, S.A.

Hardback #249362 2005 9788430548712 £29.99

A Guide to Fossil Collecting on the South Dorset Coast
Steve Snowball(Author), Craig Chivers(Author), Andreas Kurpisz(Illustrator)
This is the second in a series of guides on the safe and responsible collection of fossils along
the coast of Dorset. This sumptuously illustrated book, in full colour throughout, focusses on
the central section of the coast, extending from the start...

224 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Siri Scientific Press

Paperback #249806 2020 9780995749689 £18.99
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Mycology

The Evolution and Fossil Record of Parasitism
Identification and Macroevolution of Parasites
Kenneth de Baets(Editor), John Huntley(Editor)
Part of a two-volume edited book, this first volume highlights and reviews the potential of the
fossil record to calibrate the origin and evolution of parasitism, and the techniques to
understand the development of parasite-host associations and...

490 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #249808 Jul-2020 9783030424831 £109.99

Dragons' Teeth and Thunderstones
The Quest for the Meaning of Fossils
Kenneth J McNamara(Author)
For at least half a million years, people have been doing some very strange things with fossils.
Long before a few 17th-century minds started to decipher their true, organic nature, fossils had
been eaten, dropped in goblets of wine, buried with the...

336 pages | Reaktion Books

Hardback #249830 Jul-2020 9781789142907 £17.99

Nihon no ko Seibutsu-Tachi [Ancient Japanese Creatures]
Ken Tsuchiya(Author), Akihiko Shibahara(Author)
This abundantly illustrated book shows what fossils were excavated in various parts of Japan
and how ancient creatures lived in each areaSummary in...

192 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Kasakurashuppansha

Paperback #249893 2019 9784773089448 £21.99

Maru i Atama o Motto Maru ku! Nichinōken Kuesuto Kagaku no Chō Shinsō Kanburia
Bakuhatsu to wa Nani ka!? Seimei no Bakuhatsu-Tekina Shinka no Nazo ni Semaru!
[What is the Truth Behind the Cambrian Explosion? The Mystery of the Explosive Evolution of
Life!]
Ken Tsuchiya(Author), Nichinōken(Author), Gengo Tanaka(Editor)
This book will help elementary school students to think about the mysteries of the evolution of
life. How were remarkable species such as Anomalocaris, Hallucigenia, and Opabinia born?
More than 500 million years ago, a host of mysterious creatures...

232 pages | b/w illustrations | Kodansha

Paperback #249894 2019 9784065176979 £22.99

Yari-Sugi Zetsumetsu iki Mono Zukan [Excessively Evolved Extinct Creature Picture
Book]
Imaizumi Tadaaki(Editor), Satoshi Kawasaki(Illustrator)
This picture book showcases organisms that have gone extinct, trying to trace whether they
have become hyper-specialised and thus vulnerable to extinction.Summary in...

173 pages | colour illustrations | Takarajimasha

Paperback #249895 2019 9784800298249 £18.99

The Illustrated Dinosaur Encyclopedia
A Visual Who's Who of Prehistoric Life
Barry Cox(Author), RJG Savage(Author), Brian OC Gardiner(Author), Colin Harrison(Author),
Douglas Palmer(Editor)
The Illustrated Dinosaur Encyclopedia is an unmatched reference work distinguished by its
erudition and beauty – an illustrated who's who of prehistoric life and a source book of more
than 500 million years of evolution on Earth.With...

312 pages | colour illustrations | Chartwell Books

Hardback #249972 May-2020 9780785838272 £21.99

Past Antarctica
Paleoclimatology and Climate Change
Marc Oliva(Editor), Jesús Ruiz-Fernández(Editor)
Past Antarctica: Paleoclimatology and Climate Change presents research on the past and
present of Antarctica in reference to its current condition, including considerations for effects
due to climate change. Experts in the field explore key topics,...

301 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #250057 Jun-2020 9780128179253 £115.00

A Naturalist's Guide to the Mushrooms of Britain and Northern Europe
Josephine Bacon(Author), Paul Sterry(Illustrator), Andrew Merrick(Illustrator)
A photographic identification guide to 150 species of mushrooms most commonly found in
Britain and Northern Europe. A user-friendly introduction includes an overview of distribution,
the anatomy of a mushroom, nomenclature and useful information on...

160 pages | 300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #249977 May-2020 9781912081370 £9.99

Rust Fungi of Israel
Kyrill G Savchenko(Author), Solomon P Wasser(Author), Vasyl P Heluta(Author), Eviatar
Nevo(Author), Paul A Volz(Editor)
This book is devoted to the diversity of the rust fungi of Israel. In total, 181 species belonging to
18 genera of Pucciniales are described, from which 4 genera such as Caeoma, Cumminsiella,
Ochropsora, and Pucciniastrum, together with 23 species...

142 pages | Koeltz Scientific Books

Paperback #249692 2019 £74.99

The Powdery Mildews (Erysiphales) of Wales
An Identification Guide and Census Catalogue
Arthur O Chater(Author), Ray G Woods(Author)
The powdery mildew fungi form a well circumscribed group of parasitic fungi in the Order
Erysiphales within the Phylum Ascomycetes (the "spore shooters"). If the host plant can be
accurately identified the task of identifying the powdery...

50 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Arthur O. Chater (privately
published)

Spiralbound #249958 2019 9780956575036 £6.99

Les Champignons d’Europe Tempérée [Fungi of Temperate Europe] (2-Volume Set)
Thomas Læssøe(Author), Jens H Petersen(Author)
Les Champignons d’Europe Tempérée is among the most comprehensive mycological guides
ever published. Featuring more than 7,000 photographs, this lavish two-volume set treats more
than 2,800 species of fungi across the...

1715 pages | 7000+ colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | BIOTOPE

Hardback #250064 Jun-2020 9782366622423 £170.00
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